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VLSI for High-Speed Digital Signal Processing

The research supported by this ONR grant has investigated modem high-speed signal pro-
cessing system design. It has encompassed a complete spectrum of activities, starting with the
discovery of new signal processing algorithms, and continuing through the development of the
most appropriate methods for their realization, including, in particular, the design, layout and fab-
rication of integrated circuits.

The primary project for this grant has been the design and implementation of a new type
of programmable general purpose digital filter IC. It employs multiple processing units on a sin-
gle integrated circuit. The multiple processors operate in parallel and communicate with one
another through on-chip dual-access storage register blocks, thereby incurring no operating speed
penalties as would result if it were necessary to read and write to off-chip RAM. The system's
topology has the processors arranged in a ring, with locally-shared register blocks between each
adjacent pair of processors. Our prototype IC has five processors, and it is capable of realizing a
rich variety of filter structures that operate at the maximum instruction execution rate possible for
any custom parallel implementation.

A circuit board using four of our ring processor chips was also designed and built. It dem-
onstrates the IC's capability to perform real-time video processing and high-speed one-dimen-
sional processing of data. It resides in an IBM PC computer and is accessed through the PC bus.
A custom software package was also written that facilitates the programming of the chips and the
configuration of the circuit board for each of its several operating modes.

In addition to the design of the above-mentioned ring-of-processors IC we have also
developed a task partitioner, which is a computer program that automatically writes programs for
our ring of parallel processors. It accepts an arbitrary filter's description in net-list form and cal-
culates the theoretical optimum sampling period for the filter's structure on a multiprocessor sys-
tem with P processors. (In our case we of course set P=5.) Our algorithm detects all multiple-
input adders in the desired filter structure and provides the user the option of searching for the
optimum adder sequence to minimize the filter's sampling period. It then determines the opti-
mum time schedule, and optimally distributes the computations over the processors in the ring.
The program's output is a set of programs for the parallel processors which causes them to imple-
ment the desired filter structure. We have found the task scheduler capable of implementing all
practical examples of digital filter structures at the optimum sampling period.

Another project supported by this grant has concerned the design, layout, and fabrication
of a programmable digital signal processor using switchable unit-delays for optimal coefficient
allocation in the implementation of FIR filters. This architecture enables very high-speed pro-
cessing (Our prototype IC proved capable of implementing FIR filters having data rates of 180
MHz.) while avoiding the severe hardware inefficiency that would result from straightforward 0
programmable tap implementation such as the types that had been reported previously. The swit- 0
chable unit-delay not only allows the programming of the number of filter taps and the specific fil- .........

ter-tap coefficient values, it provides the capability for programming the optimal allocation of
hardware resources to each filter tap. We fabricated a prototype chip capable of realizing a broad
spectrum of linear-phase FIR filters employing up to 32 taps. It was designed using Mentor
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Graphics GDT VLSI CAD tools, and we wrote a silicon compiler in the Genie language to assem-
ble the chip with parameterized word length and number of taps.

Another project that was supported by this ONR grant concerned an improvement to the
Powell and Chau linear phase lR filters. In this work we developed a technique using Jacobian
elliptic functions which, by removing a previous method's double-zero constraint, yields
improved designs of linear phase lR filters.

Other research carried out under the auspices of this grant dealt with the design of two-
channel perfect-reconstruction linear-phase FIR filter banks. Two new approaches were devel-
oped for the design of such filter banks: the first, formulating the problem as a quadratic program-
ming problem with linear constraints, and the second, as one with nonlinear constraints. We also
developed an optimization technique for the design of mulniplierless two-channel linear-phase
FIR filter banks employing canonic signed-digit (CSD) code using the new structures, and another
technique was developed for lattice-structure perfect-reconstruction filter banks with powers-of-
two coefficients.

One further project supported by this ONR grant is worth explicit mention. A silicon com-
piler for Recursive Running Sum (RRS) and Simple Symmetric Sharpening (SSS) digital filter
structures was written and used to produce a prototype IC. These structures have been shown by
Adams and Willson to offer significant advantages in prefilter-equalizer type implementations of
FIR filters. The prototype IC was designed to achieve a throughput rate of 175 MHz in 1.2-lim
CMOS.

The following students earned Master's degrees with theses or projects supported by this
ONR grant: M. C.P. Chen, M. L. Coulter, H. T. Hung, M. C.Kennedy, K-Y. Khoo, A. Y. Kwentus,
L. T-P. Ying. Four of these students are presently employed in industry and three (Chen, Khoo
and Kwentus) are currently continuing their UCLA studies toward Ph.D. degrees. The research
has been documented in seven journal publications (and in two additional journal publication cur-
rently under review) and 13 conference papers, itemized in the annual reports. One invited lec-
ture via the UCLA/SNU telelink was presented to Seoul National University, and one patent
application was filed based on the grant's research.

In the following pages we give a thorough description of the Ringof-Processors IC, the
grant's major project. We also describe in some detail the programmable digital signal processor
using switchable unit-delays for optimal coefficient allocation in the implementation of FIR fil-
ters, the project for which a patent application was filed. Reprints of journal papers discussing the
task partitioner research, the improvemtnt to the Powell and Chau linear phase HR filters, and the
perfect-reconstruction linear-phase FIR filter banks are incorporated into this report, as is the brief
description of the project on the implementation of high-speed programmable digital FIR prefil-
ters, which is the text of the paper awarded third prize in the recent national IC design competi-
tion. (This competition was sponsored by Mentor Graphics, Electronic Design, Hewlett Packard,
Sun Microsystems, and Texas Instruments.) Separate copies of all journal papers and conference
papers have been submitted, and copies of all UCLA master's theses are available from the princi-
pal investigator upon request.
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Ring ProJect - Final Report

1. System Description.
A new programmable general-purpose digital filter IC is described that employs multiple
processing units on a single chip. The multiple processors operate in parallel and communicate
with one another through on-chip dual-access storage register blocks. The topology of the digital
filter chip has the processors arranged as a ring with the locally shared register blocks between
each adjacent pair of processors, as shown in Figure 1. Each processor has its own coefficient
and program memory, program decode logic, and ALU with a hardware multiplier. As is shown
in [1], this ring of processors is capable of realizing a rich variety of filter structures operating at
the maximum possible instruction execution rate, i.e., requiring the minimum number of program
steps per data sample that can possibly be achieved for any custom parallel-processing
implementation.

Two digital filter processor ICs have been designed. The first contains a single processor with
two adjacent dual-port register blocks while the second contains the complete ring of five
processors with five dual-port register blocks. The first IC was intended as a test vehicle to verify
the operation of all the major blocks before fabricating the full five-processor ring. The two ICs
are pin-for-pin compatible, making the ring IC a "drop-in" replacement for the single-processor
IC on test boards.

Processors-.-o ,4

P5 Register Blocks

Y

Figure 1 - Ring-structured processor topology.

A. Single-Processor IC

The single-processor IC contains a processor (consisting of a coefficient RAM, a program RAM,
program decoding logic, and an ALU with a hardware multiplier) as well as clock generation
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Figure 2 - Single-processor IC block diagram.

circuitry, input and output data synchronization and scaling circuitry, microprocessor bus
interface circuitry, and two dual-port register blocks. It is in essence a 1-processor "ring". A
block diagram of this IC is shown in Figure 2.

The IC provides for 11 -bit input and output data with 16-bit internal data. 12-bit filter coefficients
are stored in an internal coefficient RAM. It also includes an 8-bit microprocessor bus interface
for loading programs and coefficients. The IC contains 24,723 transistors in an area of 14.8 mm2

(including pads) and was fabricated through MOSIS in a 1.2-trn CMOS N-well process. Testing
results show >50 MHz operation with a 5V supply voltage and 25 MHz operation with a 3V
supply voltage. The IC was designed using the magic CAD tools in a scalable CMOS
technology. Figure 3 shows the chip micrograph.

B. Ring-Processor IC

The ring-processor IC contains five processors and five register blocks interconnected as shown
in Figure 1. Each processor consists of a coefficient RAM, a program RAM, program decoding
logic, and an ALU with a hardware multiplier. The IC also contains clock generation circuitry,
input and output data synchronization and scaling circuitry, and microprocessor bus interface
circuitry. It is pin-for-pin compatible with the single-processor IC.
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Figure 3 - Single-processor IC chip micrograph.

The core of the Ring-Processor chip has been completed and is currently undergoing extensive
simulation before fabrication. The IC will be fabricated through MOSIS in a 1.2-jAm CMOS N-
well process (same as the single-processor IC). The IC core contains 96,378 transistors in an area

2of 43.8 mm2. SPICE simulations indicate that the IC should operate at data rates > 50MHz with
a 5V supply voltage. Figure 4 shows a plot of the core layout.

NOTE: Throughout this documentation, signals that are input or output pins appear in italic
type while signals internal to the IC appear in regular type.
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Figure 4 Ring-processor IC core layout.



II. IC Pinout

The Single-Processor IC is packaged in an 84-pin PGA package. The Ring-Processor IC will
also be packaged in an 84-pin PGA package with an identical pinout to that of the Single-
Processor IC. The pinout and I/O signals are given below in Figure 5 and Table 1.

x
L K J H G F E D C B A /

1 21 19 18 16 13 12 9 6 4 3 84 1
2 24 22 20 17 14 7 8 5 2 1 82 2

3 25 23 15 11 10 83 81 3

4 27 26 80 79 4

5 30 29 31 75 77 76 5

6 33 28 32 74 73 78 6

7 34 35 36 70 71 72 7

8 37 38 68 69 8

9 39 41 49 53 54 65 67 9

10 40 43 44 47 50 52 56 59 62 64 66 10

11 42 45 46 48 51 57 55 58 60 61 63 11

L K J H G F E D C B A

Figure 5 - 84-pin PGA.

Table 1: Ring-Processor and Single-Processor IC Pinout

Pin Signal Pin Signal Pin Signal

A l prog Cli hold_clk J2 data[6]

A2 pmux[O] D1 addr[1] J5 x[ln

A3 reset D2 GND J6 VDD

A4 Y_cik D1O VDD J7 X[6J

A5 1[8] DlI clkf_bypass J10 GND

A6 Y[1O] E l addr[3] Jil lO]

A7 YJ 5 E2 VDD KI data[7J

A8 Y[31 E3 data._strobe K2 VDD

A9 Y[11 E9 clk K3 data[SJ

A1O Y[O] ElO phi2_in K4 GND



Table 1: Ring-Processor and Single-Processor IC Pinout

Pin Signal Pin Signal Pin Signal

All VDD Ell GND K5 data[O]

B 1 load-sync F1 proc[2] K6 data[)]

B2 VDD F2 addr[2] K7 X[ 7]

B3 pmux[1] F3 GND K8 X[5]

B4 GND F9 VDD K9 X[21

B5 Y[9] FlO out_clk K1O VDD

B6 Y[6] FI1 phil-in K11 X[1]

B7 Yf4] GI proc[1] LI GND

B8 Y[21 G2 proc[O] L2 data[4]

B9 VDD G3 VDD L3 data[31

B 10 GND G9 extinclk L4. data[2]

Bi phil.out GlO GND L5 GND

C I addr[O] Gil scale L6 X[91

C2 GND H I GND L7 X[81

C5 VDD H2 chip-select L8 GND

C6 Y[71 H1O VDD L9 X[4]

C7 GND Hi1 ext_inclk_byp L1O X[3]

CIO phi2_out J1 coeff L11 VDD



I1. I/0 Signal Description.
Following is a list of the input and output pins and their functions.

A. Input Data.

XflO:O input

These 11 pins provide the X input data to the ring-of-processors.

extinclk input

This input is used to externally clock the X-input data into the chip (see Section V.) It can be
bypassed using ext_inclkbyp. When used, the input data is clocked into the chip on the rising
edge of ext_inclk.

ext_inclk_byp input

This active high input is used to bypass the external input clock for the X-input data (see
Section V.) When this pin is set high, the external input clock extinclk is bypassed. When this
pin is set low, the external input clock extinclk is used to clock the X-input data into the chip.

B. Output Data.

Y[IO:01 output

These 11 pins provide the Y data output from the ring-of-processors.

Yclk output

This is the output data clock. An active-high pulse of width equal to one phi2 pulse width will
be output when the output data Y changes.

C. System Clocking (see Section IV.)

clk input

This input is the system clock input. All internal timing is derived from this input clock, unless
bypassed using the clk-bypass input. Two-phase non-overlapping clocks are generated
internally from this input. Each processor executes one instruction for every cycle of clk.

philin input

This input is used in conjunction with phi2_in and ck._bypass to provide external two-phase
non-&verlapping clocks to the chip.

phi2_in input

This input is used in conjunction with phil in and clkbypass to provide external two-phase
non-overlapping clocks to the chip.



ckjbypass input

This active high input is used to bypass the internal two-phase non-overlapping clock
generator. When this pin is set low, the clk input is used to generate internal two-phase non-
overlapping clocks (phi I and phi2). When this pin is set high, the clock generator is bypassed
and the phil_in and phi2min pins are used to provide the two-phase non-overlapping clocks
used internally.

hold_clk input

This active low input is used to turn off all the internal clocks when loading programs. It can
also be used to conserve power when the chip is in a standby mode. When this pin is set low,
all internal clocks are turned off. When this pin is set high, all internal clocks are turned on for
normal operation. Note: this pin must be set low (i.e., all internal clocks off) when loading
programs into the program memory.

out_clk output

This output is a buffered copy of the system input clock clk. It is primarily intended for
diagnostic purposes.

phi)_out output

This output is a buffered copy of the internal phi l clock.

phi2_out output

This output is a buffered copy of the internal phi2 clock.

D. System Programming (see Sections VII. and VIII.)

data[7:01 input

These 8 bits are t"e program data bus used to load program and coefficient data for the internal
processors.

addr[3:0] input

These 4 bits are used to select which program address or coefficient address receives the
information on the program data bus. These bits are also used to load each processor's internal
reset address register.

datastrobe input

This active low input is used to strobe the data on the program data bus into the chip.

chip__select input

This active low input is used to select the chip for programming information. This input does
not affect the normal operation of the chip.



proc[2:0] input

These 3 input pins are used to select which processor receives the programming information
on the program data bus.

prog input

This active high input is used to select the mode of operation in which programs are loaded into
the chip. When prog is active, coeff and scale should both be inactive.

coeff input

This active high input is used to select the mode of operation in which coefficients are loaded
into the chip. When coeff is active, prog and scale should both be inactive.

scale input

This active high input is used to select the mode of operation in which the input and output scale
values are loaded into the chip. When scale is active, prog and coeffsshiuld both be inactive.

loadsync input

This active high input is used to synchronize the program address addr[3:0] with the internal
clocks. When this pin is set high, the program address inputs are synchronized to the internal
clocks. When this pin is set low, the program address inputs are not synchronized to the internal
clocks. This pin must be set low when programming the internal processors because all internal
clocks should be disabled using hold~clk at this time. However, during normal operation, this
pin must be set high to ensure proper synchronization when changing the program reset
address.

pmux[1l:0 input

These two inputs select which part of the program word or coefficient word the 8-bit program
data bus will be written to. When loading programs onto the chip (i.e., prog set high), these
two inputs select which 8 bits of the 32-bit program word will be written. When loading
coefficients onto the chip (i.e., coeff set high), pmux[lI selects either the I-X or 3-X coefficient
and pmux[OI selects the LSB or MSB of the 13-bit coefficient word.

reset input

This active low input is used to reset all internal processor's program counters to the address
stored in their internal reset address register.



IV. System Clocking

The system operates with a two-phase non-overlapping clocking scheme. A two-phase clock
generator is provided on-chip to allow for a single input clock. Alternatively, the IC can be
configured to operate with two non-overlapping clock inputs. Also, a holdclk signal is provided
to disable all internal clocks for loading programs or for reducing power during standby periods.
The clock control circuitry and timing is shown in Figure 6.

Table 2: Clock Modes
hold_cik clk bypass Clock Mode clock input

1 0 single clock input clk
clock generator enabled

I 1 two clock input phil]in, phi2_in

0 X all internal clocks disabled------

phil-in 
Px Internal

Non-Overlapping 
Phi

clk Clock Generator

(Phil & Phi2)

a. Internal

"•phi2_in Phi2

clk-bypass

hold_ clk

holdclk

cik

internal phil .. ...

internal phi2 ..............

Figure 6 - Clock control circuitry and timing.



V. Input Data Synchronization and Scaling
Figure 7 shows the block diagram for the input data synchronization and scaling block of Figure
2. The input data is synchronized to the internal phi l clock before being passed to the ALU input
to insure that it will be available for input to the ALU at the same time that the other inputs are
available. Additionally, an external input data clock (ext-inclk) is provided for systems that
operate synchronously or for applications using a shared data bus. This external input data clock
can be bypassed if not used. The input register clocked by ext inclk operates as a rising edge
triggered flip flop.

Table 3: Input Modes

ext_inclk&byp Input Mode

0 external data clock (ext inclk) enabled

I external data clock (extinclk) disabled

(from Pads ( "- .

ext_incik ext jnclk.byp Scale
Select phi

Figure 7 - Input data synchronization and scaling.

The scale block shown in Figure 7 selects which of the 16 internal bits the 11 input bits will be
placed into (with sign extension when appropriate). This allows the input to be shifted by up to
5 bits to the right (i.e., scaled down by a factor of up to 32).

Table 4: Scale Select vs. ALU X-input Data

Scale 16-bit X input to the ALU

000 X[lO] X[9] X[8I X[7] X[6] X[5] X[4] X[31 X121 XII] X[O] 0 0 0 0 0

001 X[lO] X[lO] X[9] X[8] X[7] X[6] X151 X[41 X[31 X[21 Xl] X[Ol 0 0 0 0

010 X[lO] X1io] X[io] X[9] X[8] X[71 X[61 X[51 X[41 X13] X[21 X(lJ X[Ol 0 0 0

011 XlIO] X11O1 X[IOl X[iO] X[9J X[8] X[7] X[61 X[51 X[41 X[31 X[21 X[II XIO]I 0 0

100 X[lOJ X[IOl xIIO] XfiO 1X[1O] X[9] X1 X17] 6] X[5] X4] X[3] X[21 X[l] XO 0

101 X[lO] X[lO] X[1O] X[lO] XjiO] XjlOl Xj9] X[8] X[7] X[61 X15] X[4] X[3] X[21 O



VI. Output Data Scaling

Figure 8 shows the block diagram for the output data scaling block of Figure 2. The scale block
shown in the figure selects which of the internal 16 bits will be output to the 11 output pads
(Y[O:O]). This allows for the output to be shifted to the left by up to 5 bits (i.e., scaled up by a
factor of up to 32). Note that there is no overflow protection. Care must be taken to ensure that
the output value (in two's complement form) does not overflow because errors could be
substantial.

(from) W j Y
(Reg. Block) U (to Pads)

Scale Select

Figure 8 - Output data scaling.

Table 5: Scale Select vs. Y Output Data

Scale 11-bit Y output to pads

000 Y[151 Y1141 Y[13] Y[121 Y[II] Y[101 Y[91 Y[81 Y[71 Y[61 Y[5]

001 Y[14] Y[13] Y[12] Y[II] Y[101 Y[91 Y[8] Y[7] Y[6] Y[51 Y[4]

010 Y[13] YJ12] Y[IIJ YI1O] Y[91 Y[8] Y[71 Y[6] Y[51 Y[4] Y[31

011 Y[12] Y[IllI Y[01 Y[9] Y[8] Y[71 Y[6] Y[51 Y[41 Y[31 Y[2]

100 Y1l1] Y[iO] Y[91 Y[81 Y[71 Y[6] Y[5] Y[4] Y[31 Y[2] Y([]

101 Y110] Y19) Y18] Y[71 Y16] Y[51 Y141 Y131 Y[21 YI] Y[O]



VII. Coefficient Memory
The coefficient memory is a static RAM block that stores 16 coefficients for input to the
multiplier in the ALU. Each coefficient consists of a 13-bit IX value, a 13-bit 3X value, and a
1-bit Shift that controls the multiplier output shift multiplexer in the ALU (see Section IX. for
more information on the ALU architecture and the multiplier encoding scheme). The output shift
provides for coefficients in the range of: -2 < c < 2 allowing for the implementation of the
feedback multipliers in a second-order direct form II filter. The coefficient RAM is loaded
through the 8-bit microprocessor bus interface. The coefficient loading is controlled by the input
signals Coeff, pmux[I:OJ, addr[3:0], datasstrobe, and din[7:0]. The coefficient RAM output is
controlled by a 4-bit read address supplied by the program memory (see Section VIII.). A block
diagram of the coefficient RAM is shown in Figure 9. Figure 10 shows the write timing.

Input Data Bits - data[7:0] Control wa[3:0]
Signals a

Input Input Input Input Address Buffers ra[3:0]
Mux Mux Mux Mux Control Circuits

Memory Memory * * * Memory Memory Decoder
Cell Cell Cell Cell Addr 0

Memory Memory * * * Memory Memory Decoder
Cell Cell Cell Cell Addr I

* 0

0 0

* 0

Memory Memory 0 0 Memory;I Memory Decoder'
Cell Cell Cell Cell Addr 15

Output Data Bits - OUT I X[12:01 & OUT 3X[12:01
(to ALU)

Figure 9 - Coefficient memory block diagram.

Table 6: Coefficient Memory Input Multiplexing

pmux[1:O] din[71 din[6J din[5J din[41 din[3J din[2J din[]] din[(0

00 INIX[4] INIX[3] INIX[2] INIX[I] INIX[0] ... .... Shift*

01 INIX[12I INIX[Ill] INIX[10I IN1X[9I INIX[8I INIX[7I INIX[6I INIX[5I

10 IN3X[4] IN3X[3] IN3X[2] IN3X[l] IN3X[0 --]- .......

11 IN3X[121 IN3X[ll] IN3XII0] IN3X[9] IN3X[81 IN3X[7] IN3X[6] IN3X[5]

*This bit controls the Multiplier Output Shift Multiplexer in the ALU.



*proc[2:0OJ - Valid Processor

Coeff

pmux[J:OJ X O0 X 10 X lO X 11 X 00

addr[3:0] X Valid Address X

data[7:OJ X - LSB X - MSB X 3X - LSB X 3X - MSB x - LSB

data_strobe

Figure 10 - Coefficient memory write timing.



VIII. Program Memory

The program memory is a static RAM block that stores up to 16 instructions. Each iristruction is
32-bits wide, where the bits control the ALU data path (see Section IX.) and provide read and
write addresses to the register blocks and coefficient RAM. Each processor has its own
independent program memory. Program instructions are loaded through the 8-bit microprocessor
bus interface. Two multiplexer control signals (pmux[J:OJ) are used to select which 8-bit byte
within the 32-bit instruction is being written. The instructions can be wntten randomly, but are
read out sequentially. The address counter is incremented on the rising edge of phil and the
instruction word is latched at the output of the RAM block on the rising edge of phi2. When reset
(either internally or externally), the program address counter is forced to the stored reset address.
The reset address can be changed at any time during operation through the microprocessor bus
interface. Thus, multiple programs can be loaded and switched between during operation. For
example, adaptive filters can be realized by programming two copies of the filter using different
coefficient addresses. While the first copy of the filter is being run, the coefficients for the second
copy can be updated from off-chip. Once updated, the coefficients can be "switched in" by
changing the reset address to the start of the second program. Once switched, the coefficients
associated with the first program can be updated. Figure 11 shows the write timing for loading
program instructions, Figure 12 shows the reset timing, and Figure 13 shows tlt timing for
changing the reset address during normal operation.

Table 7: Program Instruction Bit Functions

Bit Name Function

31 Reset Program Reset

0 No Reset

I Reset

30-27 repRW Right Register Block Write Address

26-23 regLW Left Register Block Write Address

22 selR Right Output Bus Multiplexer Control (ALU)

0 Operand #1 (Opl)

1 Adder Output (Sum)

21 selL Left Output Bus Multiplexer Control (ALU)

0 Operand #1 (Opl)

1 Adder Output (Sum)

20 selB Add / Subtract (ALU)

0 Add

1 Subtract
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Table 7: Program Instucion Bit Functons

Bit Name Function

19-18 selA A Input to Adder - Multiplexer Control (ALU)

00 Multiplier

01 Op1

10 Zero

II NOT USED / INVALID

17-14 regRR Right Register Block Read Address

13-10 regLR Left Register Block Read Address

9-7 Op2 Operand #2 Multiplexer Control (ALU)

000 X Input Data

001 Right Register Block's Output (RR)

010 Left Register Block's Output (LR)

011 Right Processor's ALU Output (RA)

100 Left Processor's ALU Output (LA)

101 Same Processor's ALU Output (A)

110 Zero

111 NOT USED / INVALID

6-4 Opi Operand #1 Multiplexer Control (ALU)

000 X Input Data

001 Right Register Block's Output (RR)

010 Left Register Block's Output (LR)

011 Right Processor's ALU Output (RA)

100 Left Processor's ALU Output (LA)

101 Same Processor's ALU Output (A)

110 Zero

111 NOT USED / INVALID

3-0 C-RA Coefficient Read Address



procf2.VJ Valid Processor

Prog

pmisX[1:OJ 00 X 01 X 10 X 11 X 00

addr[3:OJ Valid Address

data[ 7. 0]J bits [7:01 bits [15:8X bits [23:16] bits [31:24] bits[7:01

data-stro-be

Figure 11 - Program memory write timing.

Program Counter Reset

cl/c

internal philI

internal phi2\-ý

internial reset

Figure 12 - Program memory reset timing.

Table 8: Program Memory Input Multiplexing

pmux!1:OJ din[7J din[6J din[5J din [41 din [3) din[2J din[]] din (01

00 prog[71 prog[6l prog[5] prog[4] progl3l prog[2J prog(II proglO]

01 prog[l5i progll4J progf 131 prog[12J progf 111 prog[lO] prog[9j prog[81

10 prog(23] prog[221 prog(211 prog[2Oj prog[191 prog[l81 prog[171 prog(161

11 prog[311 prog[30] progf 29] prog[28J prog[27) progI26J prog[25) prog[24]



proc[2:0 X Valid Processor

Prog

pmUX[J:01

addr[3:0] x Reset Address

data[7:01

datastrobe j logic high

load sync X logic high _

CIk

Figure 13 - Changing the program memory reset address during normal operation.

The addr[3:0J bus used to select the program or coefficient to be loaded can be synchronized to
the internal clocks using the load_sync signal. This must be done when loading coefficients or
changing the reset address while the chip is in normal operation. When initially loading
coefficients or programs, the internal clocks are typically turned off using the ho/dc/i signal.
During this mode of operation, the addr[3:O] bus synchronization register must be bypassed
using the load-sync signal. Figure 14 shows a block diagram of the addr[3:0] bus
synchronization circuitry.

Table 9: addr[3:0] Bus Synchronization Control

load-sync MUX Output

0 addr[3:0] (directly from pads)

1 synchronization register output



Ar 4 2 4 ". 4. . 4
(from Pads)-/="a 4 2 Ad

(to Instruction RAM)

(and Coefficient RAM)

phil loadýsync

Figure 14 - addr[3:0] bus synchronization.

The outputs of the program memory are pipelined to match the delay through the ALU (see
Section IX.) Thus, the register block read and write addresses for a given operation are stored
within the same program word even though the actual read and write operations occur two clock
cycles apart due to the pipeline delay through the ALU. Figure 15 shows the program memory
output pipelining.

Program Memory

regLR regRR C-RA Op1 Op2 selA selB selL seIR regLW regRW Reset

44 44 44 3~ 3 1 1 1 4 4 1

2 1 1 1 14 4 1

F-11 = Pipeline Register Clocked by phil I 1 1 4

'] = Pipeline Register Clocked by phi2

Figure 15 - Program memory output pipelining.



IX. ALU
The ALU is the "heart" of the processor, where all arithmetic computations are performed. Each
processor's ALU contains an 11 -bit by 11 -bit hardware multiplier, a 16-word coefficient memory
that provides one input to the multiplier (see Section VII.), a 16-bit adder/ subtracter, and several
multiplexers that control the data flow within the ALU. The ALU is pipelined so that the multiply
operation occurs in one clock cycle. Thus, the ALU performs a multiplication and an addition
simultaneously every clock cycle. All data inputs to the ALU are latched in at the rising edge of
phi2. The ALU outputs are latched out at the rising edge of phi2. The multiplexer control signals
that control the data flow within the ALU are provided to the ALU by the program memory at
the rising edge of either phi I or phi2 (see Section VIII.) A block diagram of the ALU is shown
in Figure 16.

The operation of the ALU is as follows. First, two 7-tol multiplexers select the two input
operands (Op I and Op2). Each operand is independently selected from the X input data (X), the
right register block's output (RR), the left register block's output (LR), the right adjacent
processor's ALU output from the previous clock cycle (RA), the left adjacent processor's ALU
output from the previous clock cycle (LA), the current processor's ALU output from the previous
clock cycle (A), or zero (Z). The multiplexer control signals (selOp I and selOp2) are provided
by the program memory a short time after the rising edge of phi2 (see Section VIII.) The
multiplexer outputs are latched into the ALU at the rising edge of phi2,.as shown in Figure 16.
The Op I input is then truncated to 11-bits and provided as one input to the multiplier. The second
input to the multiplier is provided by the coefficient RAM (see Section VII.) The coefficient
RAM is a 16-word static RAM that stores a 13-bit IX value (the coefficient value) and a 13-bit
3X value (3 times the coefficient value). The coefficient memory provides an additional bit used
to control a multiplexer at the output of the multiplier. This multiplexer allows the multiplier
output to be shifted to the left by 1-bit (i.e., multiplied by 2) if desired. This capability is used to
implement coefficients in the range of -2:5c<2 for the feedback multipliers in a second-order
direct form II IIR filter. In order to achieve high-speed operation in a small chip area, the
multiplier was designed to take advantage of both IX and 3X inputs. For a more detailed
discussion of the multiplier refer to [2]. The coefficient memory read address is provided by the
program memory shortly after the rising edge of phi2 (see Section VIII.) The coefficient memory
ou!Tuts are latched into the multiplier on the rising edge of phi2, as shown in Figure 16. Since
the multiplier's inputs and outputs are latched at the rising edge of phi2, the multiplier has the
entire clock cycle to perform its computation. The A input to the adder is supplied by the selA
multiplexer (see Figure 16). It selects either Operand #1, the multiplier's output, or zero as input
to the adder. The B input to the adder is either Operand #2 or the one's complement of Operand
#2 (i.e., all bits inverted), selected by the selB multiplexer. For an addition operation, Operand
#2 is selected. For a subtraction operation, the one's complement of Operand #2 is selected and
the two's complement is formed by adding in the selB control signal to the adder's input carry.
The adder input multiplexer control signals (selA and selB) are provided by the program memory
at the rising edge of phi2 (see Section VIII.) The ALU provides outputs to both the left and right
register blocks. These outputs can be individually selected as either the adder's output or
Operand #1, as shown in Figure 16. The ALU's output is latched at the rising edge of phi2. The
output select multiplexer control signals (selL and selR) are provided by the program memory at
the rising edge of phi I (see Section VIII.)



Additionally, the adder's output is made available as an input to both the left adjacent processor
and the right adjacent processor. Thus, both processors have access to the result for use in the
next clock cycle, effectively bypassing the dual-port register blocks.

X RR LR RA LA A Z X RR LRRA LA A Z

MultiRegiser Phi RAM eise

SelOplX MX 1 ý3SeIB/Carr
Phi2 Register [ Phi2 Register

IMUX I•i

F 1

(to leftregister ZEROc t ih eitrbok

Figure~~~A 16-ABuos iarm

Sel i U SeI •'



X. Dual-Port Register Block

The dual-port register block is a 16-word by 16-bit dual-port static RAM. Each dual-port RAM
block is connected between two processors providing simple interprocessor communication.
The register block has separate read and write data and address busses for each processor. Thus,
each processor's access to the register block is completely independent. Automated
programming techniques described in [1 are used to ensure that both processors do not write to
the same memory location at the same time. The register block's read addresses are provided by
the program memory at the rising edge of phi2. The register block's write addresses are provided
by the program memory at the rising edge of phil (see Section VIII.) The register block's input
data is provided by the ALU's output at the rising edge of phi2. The register block's output uata
is provided as input to the ALU. The ALU's input registers latch the data at the rising edge of
phi2 (see Section IX.) The input data is written into the selected storage location during the time
when phi2 is high. Since the write address is provided at the rising edge of phil, the decoder
outputs are stable before the write cycle begins. Separate input and output data buses are used to
allow for high-speed operation. Figure 17 shows a block diagram of the dual-port register block.

A Input Data A Output Data
(from ALU output) (to ALU input)

"16
"16

t...

4 uA
A read ----- *-- B read
address • address

4 4
A write .. ad reC *ýL_ B write
address--- .address

C PCu

"16
16V

B Input Data B Output Data
(from ALU output) (to ALU input)

Figure 17 - Block diagram of the dual-port register block.



XI. Internal System Timing
The ring-processor system operates with a two-phase non-overlapping clock scheme (philI and
phi2), as discussed in Section IV. Following is detailed timing information for all the major
blocks within the system.

Phil

Phi2

Instruction Memory:

....C.....

I-Read

I-Data Instruction'' ..........1 Instruction1#2! Instruction #3 _

Coefficient Memo-ry:

Co-Addr Co-Address#,oAdes# oAdes#

Co-Data Y Co-Daa #1Co-Data:11 #2;1 Co-Data #3 _

Co-Latch

Register Blocks (Read):

R-Read-Addr RgRa-dr# RgRa-dr# Reg-Read-Adr#

R-Read-Data X Reg-Data #1 X Reg-Data #2 Reg-Data #3

Register Blocks (Write):

R-WAddr Latch

R-Wrie-AdX Reg-Write-Addr C#X Reg-WAddr #2

R-Write-Data AUJt~t#

Reg-Write



Phil -- -

Phi2

.....Da....a. Instructio #1. X instruction #2 Instruction #3

ALU-

Sel OpI 0p1-Select#ii!..... 6p i-seiect#2 OpiSiit#

Sel 0p2 0p2-elect #1 0p2ESelect #2 0 p2-celt#

Operand Latch

Mult Out Latch

SeA ASI#1 Se A #2

SeI B /Carry Sel B/Carry #I eBCar

Sel LIR Latch

SlLSelL #1 Se L #2

Sel R SeIR#I SeIR #2

ALU Out LatchI

ALU Out Data xALU-Output #1



XIl. IC Testing Results
During the course of this project, several ICs were designed and fabricated to test out the major
blocks in the ring-processor system before fabricating the complete five-processor system.
Several of the test ICs were fabricated as MOSIS TinyChips. A TinyChip is a specially available
option from MOSIS for 40-pin ICs of a prescribed size (2.25 mm by 2.22 mm including pads
where the pads are in known locations) fabricated in 2-lim CMOS technology. This option is
offered at a very low price because the pads are in known locations making packaging easier,
only 4 packaged parts are returned, and no chip micrograph is taken. Due to the low price of this
option, several of the test ICs fabricated for this project were designed as MOSIS TinyChips. All
ICs were tested using a Tektronix LV500 IC tester. Although the LV500 tester is only capable of
generating input test patterns at a maximum clock rate of 50 MHz (i.e., 20 ns cycle), it can control
transition edges within a given clock cycle in 0.5 ns increments. Thus, it is possible to test
circuits that operate at a clock rate higher than 50 MHz by including additional input and output
registers around the test circuit that are clocked by separate clocks and then adjusting the timing
between the two clocks within a given 20 ns LV500 test pattern cycle. This was the test
methodology adopted for testing most of the ICs described below. Following is a brief discussion
of each of the test ICs fabricated and the testing results.

A. Dual-Port Register Block Test IC

This IC was fabricated to test the dual-port register block. It contains a 16-word by 16-bit dual-
port RAM block, input and output data registers, and read and write address registers. All
registers, included for testing purposes, are clocked independently to facilitate accurate
measurement of the read and write timing, as discussed previously. Due to the pad limitations of
MOSIS TinyChips, only 3 input bits and 3 output bits were brought out to the pads for
observation. Figure 18 shows a block dia ram of this test IC. The register block core contains
4,064 transistors in a chip area of 1.66 mm and was fabricated through MOSIS in a 2-tim CMOS
P-well technology (TinyChip). All 4 parts received from MOSIS were fully functional with a
worst-case read time of 15 ns and a worst-case write time of 16.5 ns.

Table 10: Dual-Port Register Block IC Testing Results

Functional Test Tread Twrite

Chip #1 passed 14 ns 15.5 ns

Chip #2 passed 15 ns 16.5 ns

Chip #3 passed 15 ns 16.5 ns

Chip #4 passed 15 ns 16.5 ns
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Figure 18 - Block diagram of the dual-port register block test IC.

B. 11-bit by 11-bit Multiplier Test IC

This IC was fabricated to test and characterize the multiplier used in the ALU. It contains the 11-
bit by 11-bit multiplier, the coefficient and input data registers, the output data registers, and
RAM to store the coefficient and input data. Figure 19 shows a block diagram of this test IC.
The registers and RAM were included to try to accurately model the environment that the
multiplier would see within the ALU (i.e., loading, drive capability, etc.) Separate input and
output register clocks were provided to facilitate accurate testing of the multiplier delay (as
discussed above). The multiplier core contains 3,492 transistors in a chip area of 1.53 mm2

(1.313 mm by 1.116 mm) and was fabricated through MOSIS in a 2-pm CMOS N-well
technology (TinyChip). SPICE simulations indicated a worst-case operating time of 22.5 ns
(including the delay of the input registers). All 4 parts received from MOSIS were fully
functional with a worst-case operating time of 23 ns. Testing results are given in Table 11 and
Figure 20 shows the layout of the IC. For more detailed information about the multiplier refer to
(2].



Table 11: 11-bit by 11-bit Multiplier IC Test Results

Functional Test Multiply Time
(includes input register delay)

Chip #1 passed 23.0 ns

Chip #2 passed 22.5 ns

Chip #3 passed 23.0 ns

Chip #4 passed 23.0 ns

Input
1X/3X Addr Load 131 Data

Coefficient RAM

1 3 InutC
Coefficient Register IputCik

1113

I-I--bit by 11Ir-bit Addr

Multiplier
Load

Outpu 
Clk22

Output Cik Output Register

12

Output Data

Figure 19 - Block diagram of the 11-bit by 11-bit multiplier test IC.
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C. 11-bit by 16-bit Multiplier Test IC

This IC was fabricated as an extension to the I 1-bit by I 1-bit multiplier. It uses a 3Yd order
recoding scheme (as opposed to the 2nd order recoding scheme used in the previous multiplier)
to extend the data precision to 16-bits while using the same number of partial products. This is
achieved by replacing the 4-to- I multiplexers used in the 11 -bit by 11 -bit multiplier with 8-to- I
multiplexers. The test IC includes input data and coefficient registers, RAM to store the
coefficient and input data, and output data registers. The input and output data registers are
clocked by different clocks to facilitate high-speed testing, as described previously. Figure 21
shows a block diagram of the test IC. For more information on the multiplier refer to [2]. The
multiplier core contains 5,035 transistors in a chip area of 0.9 mm 2 (0.88 mm by 1.05 mm) and
was fabricated through MOSIS in a 1.2-lim CMOS N-well technology. SPICE simulations
indicated a worst-case operating time of 16 ns (including the register delays). Of the 24 parts
received from MOSIS, 20 were found to be fully functional with worst-case operating times
ranging from 17.5 ns to 19 ns with a mean of 18.175 ns. Figure 22 shows the test results for 5V
and 3V supply voltages and Figure 23 shows the chip micrograph.

IX/3X/5X/7XLoad Input
ý2 16Data

Coefficient RAM

CkInput Clk
Ft Register

16 16 • .I-

S•: > Load

outpo OutputgRegister

Output MUX -Output Select

{9

Output Data

Figure 21 - Block diagram of the 11-bit by 16-bit multiplier test IC.
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Figure 22- Testing results for the 11-bit by 16-bit multiplier test IC.
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D. Singl e-Processor Test IC

This IC was fabricated to test out the major blocks of the ring-processor system before fabricating
the complete five-processor ring. It consists of a single processor and two dual-port register
blocks (basically, a one-processor "ring"). The chip provides for I 1-bit input and output data
with 16-bit internal data and 12-bit coefficients (stored in on-chip memory). The IC also has an
8-bit microprocessor bus interface for loading programs and coefficients. A block diagram of the
IC is shown in Figure 2. The IC contains 24,723 transistors in a chip area of 14.8 nm 2 (3.7 nun
by 4.0 mm including pads) and was fabricated through MOSIS in a 1.2-pm CMOS N-well
technology. Of the 24 parts received from MOSIS, 19 were fully functional and all operated at
a clock rate >50 MHz (the limit of the LV500 IC Tester). Figure 24 shows the minimum supply
voltage for 50 MHz operation and the minimum clock period for a 3.3 V supply voltage. Due to
limitations of the LV500 IC Tester, the minimum clock cycle period can only be tested in 4 ns
steps. The single-processor IC was also programmed to implement several different filters.
Figure 25 shows the transfer function of a 15-tap lowpass FIR filter which was run on the IC at
a 50 MHz instruction clock rate. The filter requires 15 program steps so the data rate is 3.33 MHz
(only 3 steps will be required on the five-processor ring so the data rate will be 16.67 MHz).
Figure 26 shows testing results of the single-processor IC programmed to implement the 15th
order lowpass filter for a two-tone input. The instruction clock rate is 50 MHz giving a sample
rate Fs of 3.33 MHz and thus the input tones are at 333 KHz (normalized frequency 0.1) and
832.5 KHz (normalized frequency 0.25) respectively. The chip micrograph is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 24 - Single-processor IC testing results.
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An Efficient 180 MHz Programmable FIR Digital
Filter

1 Introduction

FIR filtering is without a doubt one of the most important digital signal processing op-
erations. In modern high-speed digital signal processing systems, data-rates of 100 MHz
are becoming increasingly common. Implementing FIR filters at such high data-rates of-
ten requires the use of dedicated (non-programmable) custom application specific integrated
circuits (ASICs). However, programmable FIR filters are required in many applications in-
volving adaptive filtering, and they are often desirable for rapid prototyping, or for use in
small volume applications where the cost of custom filter chips may be prohibitive. When
implemented efficiently, a programmable filter can also be used instead of a custom FIR
filter ASIC with advantages similar to those of FPGAs (i.e., it is an off-the-shelf standard
product with no NRE costs and no inventory risk, it facilitates fast time to market, it is
factory tested, and it allows design changes anytime). In addition to the increase in data-
rates, another trend in high-performance signal processing systems is the increase in data
word length. These factors, a longer word length and a higher data-rate, make the efficient
implementation of a programmable FIR digital filter very challenging.

The implementation of high-speed programmable FIR digital filters (or correlators) is
well researched. Invariably the transposed direct form FIR structure is used, with a separate
multiplier for each' filter tap (i.e., each sample of the filter's impulse response). In such
an implementation the data-rate is limited only by each filter tap's delay, which is largely
the time required for a multiply and an add operation. The drawback, however, is the
large chip area required to accommodate a large number of multipliers. Various methods
to reduce the complexity and hence the area of the multipliers have been reported in the
literature. In [1] serial multipliers are used, which severely limit the data-rate. In [2] an
EPROM storing the products of all possible inputs by all filter coefficients is used in place
of the multiplier. However, such intensive chip programming requirements severely limits its
use as an adaptive filter. Advances in modern CMOS technology have also made possible a
straightforward integration of a large number of standard multipliers on a single chip. For
example, [3] reports a programmable filter chip consisting of 40 standard multipliers using
0.9-pm CMOS technology. However, this approach does not scale well with increasing word

'Or a separate multiplier for each pair of samples of the symmetric impulse response of linear-phase
filters.



length since the area complexity of a standard multiplier varies as the square of the word
length.

An effective method to reduce the complexity of the multipliers for the case of dedicated
(non-programmable) FIR filters is to use the canonic signed-digit (CSD) [4-6] representation
of the coefficient values. In essence, the CSD representation reduces the number of coefficient
digits needed to represent each coefficient value, which correspondingly reduces the number
of partial products produced when multiplying the input data by the coefficient values.
This method, along with algorithms to design FIR filters with powers-of-two coefficients [6],
results in the very efficient implementations of high speed dedicated FIR filters. Silicon
compilers which produce the layout for such dedicated FIR filter chips using CSD coefficient
representation are also readily available [7]. This approach, however, cannot be readily
adapted to a programmable structure because neither the number of CSD coefficient digits
nor the position of the individual CSD coefficient digits is known prior to programming.

In this paper we describe an effective solution to the problem of using the CSD approach
for a programmable FIR filter (or correlator) structure, and we present [8] the first efficient
implementation of a programmable linear-phase FIR digital filter using CSD coefficients. We
show that it is possible to achieve high-speed processing while avoiding the severe hardware
inefficiency that would result from a straightforward programmable tap implementation [1-
3]. In a straightforward implementation many filter-tap "multipliers" would significantly
waste valuable computational resources since all taps of a programmable structure would
need to accommodate "difficult" coefficient values, while for any specific filter most taps
would not require such extreme capabilities. For example, the taps whose coefficient values
require higher precision are often located near the center of the impulse response of a typical
lowpass FIR filter.

Our approach not only allows the programming of the number of filter taps and the
specific filter-tap coefficient values, but it also provides the capability for programming the
optimal allocation of hardware resources to each filter tap. Thus the computational resources
that otherwise might have been wasted are made available to further increase the precision in
any tap's coefficient representation, or for use in implementing a larger number of filter taps.
We have achieved these unique advantages in our design by developing a novel switchable
unit-delay. We have verified the ideas in a prototype chip that is capable of implementing
a broad spectrum of linear-phase FIR filters employing up to 32 taps with 16-bit input
and output data, in a die size of 5.9 mm by 3.4 mm using 1.2-pm CMOS technology. The
prototype chip has been fabricated through the MOSIS service and tested to operate at
data-rates as high as 180 MHz.

Section 2 briefly reviews the FIR filter and the signed-digit representation for numbers.
It then introduces the programmable unit tap (p-tap) that is the basic element of our new
programmable structure. Section 3 describes efficient circuits implementations for the pro-
grammable filter structure. Section 4 describes a prototype chip that implements a linear-
phase FIR filter employing up to 32 taps with 16-bit input and output data and operating
at data-rates as high as 180 MHz. Section 5 shows some design examples illustrating the
advantages of our architecture.
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2 Programmable FIR Filter Architecture

2.1 Review of FIR Filters and Correlators

The time-domain input-output relation for a causal Finite Impulse Response (FIR) system
with impulse response h(n) is given by the convolution formula

M-1

y(n) = E h(k)x(n-k) (1)
k=O

= h(n)*x(n) (2)

where M is the length of the filter, M - 1 is the order of the filter, and * denotes the
convolution operator. The minimum length M needed to implement a typical low-pass filter
response is approximately proportional to the inverse of the normalized transition bandwidth
of the filter's frequency response [9]. Therefore, for a programmable filter to be able to realize
filter responses with sharp transition bands, we must allocate as large a number of taps M
as possible to the programmable filter.

A mathematical operation that closely resembles convolution is correlation. For two
signal sequences x(n) and y(n) each of which has finite energy, the crosscorrelation of x(n)
and y(n) is a sequence r.21(n) given by

00

r,.(n) = E x(k)y(k- n) (3)
k=-oo

= x(n)*y(-n) (4)

It is obvious that an FIR filter (convolver) can be used as a correlator by simply reversing
the ordering of the sequence y(n) that the input data x(n) is to be correlated with, and
using that reversed sequence as the FIR filter coefficients. The system function of the FIR
filter is obtained by taking the z transform of (1) which yields

M-1

H(z) = h(n)z-n (5)
n-O

This can be written as a recursive equation:

H(z) = Ho(z) (6)

with

Hk(-) h(k)+z-'Hk+l(z) fork=O,...,M-1
k~z) = 0 for k >M-1 (7)

Notice that each recurrence of (7) describes a single filter tap. That is, the outj. of the
current tap Hk(z) is the sum of two terms. One is the product of the input data and the
filter coefficient h(k), and the other is the output of the previous tap Hk+l(z) after passing
through a unit delay z- 1. Implementing H(z) using (6) and (7) directly results in the well-
known transposed (or inverted) direct form FIR structure shown in Fig. 1. (The index k in
(7) advances from 0 to M- 1 from right to left in Fig. 1.)
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Figure 1: Transposed direct-form realization of FIR system.

2.2 Signed-Digit Representation

We use signed-digit representation to specify the filter coefficients. A radix-2 signed-digit
fractional number C is represented by

N

C = -k (8)
k=O

where ck is a signed-digit in the set {-1, 0, 1}, and C has a word length of N+ 1 digits.
In general, the signed-digit representation for a given number is not unique. A minimal
representation is one that requires the least number of nonzero digits. Among the minimal
representations, there exists a unique representation known as the canonic signed-digit (CSD)
representation for which no two nonzero digits are adjacent. The advantage of a minimal
signed-digit representation such as CSD is that there are fewer nonzero terms in (8), which
results in fewer partial products when the number C multiplies another number.

Algorithms for computing CSD coefficients for FIR filters that meet arbitrary specifica-
tions have been developed [6,10,11]. In general, these algorithms seek to limit the number
of nonzero digits used to represent each signed-digit fractional coefficient value. That this is
feasible in practice is demonstrated by the observation in [6] that only one nonzero digit in
the CSD representation is typically required for each 20 dB of stopband attenuation in the
filter specification, with an additional nonzero digit allocated to those impulse response co-
efficients whose magnitude exceeds 1/2. Thus a coefficient can be represented with a limited
number of signed digits as

L

C = I Ck2Pk (9)
k=O

where Ck is a signed-digit in the set {-1, 0, 1}, and pk E {0,. .. ,N}. Pk now signifies the
position of the signed-digit ck. Notice that C can have up to L + 1 nonzero digits and that
its effective word length is still N + 1 digits.

2.3 Programmable Unit-tap

The complexity of a programmable FIR filter is determined both by its length and by the
number of nonzero digits allocated to each filter tap. As pointed out in the previous two
sections, a filter with higher stopband attenuation demands a larger number of nonzero
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digits for its coefficients, whereas a filter with a sharper transition band demands a larger
number of filter taps. Clearly, satisfying both d,.mands will tend to require a chip with
an uneconomically large silicon area. Furthermore, either the large number of taps or the
large number of coefficient digits would be wasted for filters with wide transition bands
or low stopband attenuations, respectively. These wasted resources might otherwise be
used to realize a filter with a larger number of taps or coefficient digits, whichever the
application requires. The required precision for each coefficient is also non-uniform among
all the coefficients. For example, the coefficient values that require higher precision are often
near the center of the impulse response of a typical lowpass FIR filter. Furthern re, in the
case of a correlator, it is uneconomical to allocate full precision to each tap because the
aver:,ge number of nonzero digits per tap may only be approximately N/3 [12]. In some
correlator applications, many taps have zero value.

These difficulties can be overcome by having the number of nonzero digits allocated to
each filter tap be one of the aspects of the chip's programming. This can be achieved by
replacing the z- 1 factor in (7) by a programmable factor z-ql so that the filter's transfer
function becomes

H(z) = Ho(z) (10)

with

H () Ck+z-qHk+1(z) fork=0,...,M-1
nk~z)= 0  for k> M-1 (11)

where qk E {0, 1,.-, QI, and Ck is represented using (9) with up to L + 1 nonzero digits,

L

Ck = cj2-P' (12)
j=O

We call the physical realization of each recurrence of (11) a p-tap to distinguish it from
the filter tap in (7). We also call Ck the p-tap coefficient to distinguish it from the filter
coefficient h(k) in (7). L should be a small integer such that Ck is a low-precision number,
allowing each p-tap to be implemented with minimal silicon area. Hence a large number of
p-taps can be realized economically. When qk = 1, the corresponding Ck of (11) is equivalent
to the coefficient of an ordinary filter tap. Thus, a long filter that has a sharp transition
band can be programmed with low-precision coefficients. When q, > 1, qk - 1 filter taps with
zero coefficients are realized by a single p-tap. This is useful for implementing Qth band
filters [13, pages 151-1571, or for implementing a correlation sequence with many zero-value
data. When qk = qk+1 = ... = qk+j-1 = 0 and qk+j = 1, the terms C,, Ck+ 1,'" ,Ck+j are
merged to form a single filter tap whose effective coefficient value h(n) is

k+j

h(n) E C1, (13)
1-k

which has j + 1 times the number of coefficient digits (i.e., precision) of a single p-tap. Thus,
a filter with high-precision coefficients, for implementing a large stopband attenuation , can
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Figure 2: A p-tap.

be programmed by trading-off the total number of filter taps. Since the qk are individually
programmable, a large variety of filters can be programmed.

An example of a specific realization of a p-tap (the one implemented in our prototype
chip) is shown in Fig. 2. In this example, the number of nonzero digits, L + 1, in each p-tap
is 2, and qk E {0, 1}. The choice of having two coefficient digits per tap is partly due to
the observation in [14] that the optimal (in efficiency) number of full adder stages between
pipeline registers is two. The programmable z-qk term is implemented by a switchable unit-
delay register which is turned on (not bypassed) when qk = 1, and turned off (bypassed)
when qk = 0. This is indicated schematically by the dotted line in the figure. When the unit-
delay is on the p-tap operates as a conventional filter tap. When off the summation node
is connected immediately to the summation node of the next p-tap, merging the coefficient
digits for the current p-tap and the next into a single filter-coefficient. If the unit-delay of
the next p-tap is on then the current p-tap together with the next p-tap effectively forms a
single filter tap that has twice the number of nonzero coefficient digits than that of a single
p-tap. More nonzero coefficient digits can be added by combining additional p-taps in this
manner. Fig. 3 illustrates three filter taps programmed to have 2, 4 and 6 coefficient digits.

2.4 Efficient Coding of Coefficients
In a programmable filter both Ck and pk must be made programmable over the range
ck E {-1,0, 1} and pk E {0,. . . ,N}. Notice that the fundamental property of the CSD
representation, that no two nonzero digits are adjacent, would allow Pk to be programmed
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Figure 3: Filter taps programmed with different coefficient digits.

over a more restricted range:

Pk E {2k,2k+ 1,2k+2,...,2k+ N -2L} (14)

for k = 0,. , L. However, by using a full programmable range of {0,. , N), we can simplify
the hardware required for storing and multiplying the coefficients, as will be shown shortly.
Furthermore, if Pk is implemented by a programmable shifter using a series of multiplexors,
very little if any silicon area would actually be saved by using the restricted range, due to
the disruption of the regularity of the design. The only savings would be the smaller number
of multiplexors needed.

In our implementation of the p-tap, as shown in Fig. 2, two coefficient digits are allocated
to each p-tap, forming a coefficient:

C = c02-PO + ci2-Pl. (15)

Since we permit both p0 and pi to vary from 0 to N, the necessity to allow co and/or cl to
be zero can be eliminated by the following simple transformations: (i) If C = 0 is required,
use:

0 = 2- + (-1)2Pk (16)

(ii) If the coefficient C requires only one nonzero digit ck, we expand it into a two-nonzero-
digit equivalent using one of the following representations:

c 2Pk =fck2-(Pk+l) + Ck2-(Pk+1) when pk < N
Ck2-Pk , Ck2-(PA-h) - Ck2-Pk when Pk > 0. (17)

Thus, the values required for each Ck now become {-1,1} instead of the conventional {-
1,0,1) for the CSD representation. The elimination of the zero value simplifies the hardware
for coefficient multiplication and reduces the storage requirements for the coefficient digits
(a single bit, instead of two, is now sufficient to represent each coefficient digit ck). A similar
transformation can be made to eliminate the zero digit for implementations of a p-tap with
more-than-two-digit coefficients.
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3 Circuit Implementation

The effectiveness of our new programmable architecture depends upon the efficient imple-
mentation of the switchable unit-delay, the adder, and the coefficient multiplier. These will
be discussed in the following sub-sections.

pass _ _ _:::::::::

m3 Wm m9 m11

[D- A Aout

clock _t2

m r m7 l

Figure 4: Schematic of the switchable unit-delay register.

3.1 Switchable Unit-Delay

We use a single-phase edge-triggered clocking scheme to simplify on-chip clock distribution
and because it has been shown that high speed single-phase clocking can be achieved in
CMOS circuitry [15]. Fig. 4 shows our circuit for the switchable unit-delay, which is identical
to the true single-phase latch in [15] except for the N-MOS bypass-transistor m12. (This
bypass can also be implemented with a full CMOS transmission gate with an additional
P-MOS transistor.) With the addition of the single transistor m12, the unit-delay becomes
switchable. When "pass" is low, the leading edge of the clock latches the data at "in." This is
the normal unit-delay operation. When "pass" is high and "clock" is low, input data is passed
through the input inverter (ml, m2, m3), through m12, and through the output inverter
(mlO, ml 1) to the output, thus disabling the unit-delay action. Notice that the clock signal
must be disabled when "pass" is enabled. While this requires additional circuitry to disable
the clock signal, this scheme has the overwhelming advantage of providing a simple switchable
unit-delay circuit having no additional power dissipation due to an actively switching clock
signal when the unit-delay register is bypassed. The additional circuitry to disable the clock
signal is also insignificant because the clock signal is common to all the unit delays in a p-tap
within the same data word. For example, in our prototype chip, a clock line is common to
80 registers.

8
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Figure 5: A section of p-taps implemented with carry-save adders.

Figure 6: Schematic of the transmission gate adder.

3.2 Adder

Carry-save additions are used for the summation node in each p-tap to avoid the carry-
ripple delay. With a two-digit p-tap coefficient, two partial products are produced by the
multiplication of the input data and the p-tap coefficient. Because carry-save addition is
used, the data sample from the previous p-tap consists of both the sum and carry outputs,
therefore the summation node in each p-tap needs to add together four terms. This requires
the cascade of two full adders as shown in Fig. 5

The adders are implemented with CMOS transmission gates as shown in Fig. 6. Both
the carry and the sum outputs are inverted to eliminate output inverters, which reduces
the transistor count as well as the adder delay. Since an adder with inverted outputs and
non-inverted inputs is equivalent to an adder with inverted inputs and non-inverted outputs,
the cascade of two inverted output adders restores the correct output polarity. However, the
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Figure 7: Critical path of a filter tap with two p-taps.

signal path that does not pass through both adders requires an additional inverter (INV) as
shown in Fig. 5. Since the inverter is not in the critical path of the cascaded adders, it does
not degrade the speed performance. Notice that the outputs of the transmission gate adders
have reduced logic-high voltage levels due to the threshold voltage drop of the N-transistor
pass gates. The voltage level is, however, restored by the programmable unit-delay register
before feeding to the next adder stage.

The adder has a very fast signal path from its C input to both its carry and sum outputs.
The delay from this "fast" input is only one transmission gate delay to the sum output, and
a transmission gate delay plus an inverter delay to the carry output. The presence of this
"fast" input is used to improve the speed of the cascaded adders as follows. When two or
more p-taps are merged together to form a filter tap, the adders are connected in series.
However, since the partial products are computed simultaneously, the delay of the adder
chain can be reduced by designing the full adder such that it has a fast path from one of its
inputs to both its sum and carry outputs. By feeding the two partial products to the two
"slower" inputs, the critical path delay for each pair of cascaded full adders is only a normal
full adder delay plus the fast adder path. Therefore, the critical path for a filter tap is

ttotal = tadder + (K - 1)tdde,.I.g+ (18)
(K - 1)tunit.delay(of ) + tunit-delay(on)

where t ddr is the full delay through a pair of cascaded full adders, taddeau, is the delay
through i pair of cascaded full adders with a fast path, and K is the number of p-taps that
are merged into a filter tap. This is illustrated in Fig. 7.
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Figure 8: Schematic of the two-level NMOS multiplexor.

3.3 Coefficient Multiplier

Each coefficient digit Ck2-Pk consists of two factors, one is the 2--'- weighting factor, which
can be implemented by a right shift, and the other is the ck bit multiplication factor.

The 2-Pk shifting is realized by selecting one of 16 (the word length of the input data)
hardwired preshifted data via two levels of 4-to-i NMOS transmission gate multiplexors
(Fig. 8). The advantage of the two-level multiplexing is the reduction in the number of
control lines to eight. To save silicon area, each block of hardwired preshift is shared by four
sets of multiplexors (or two p-taps, since each p-tap has two coefficient digits).

Since ck is either 1 or -1, and never 0, multiplication for each digit is easily handled
by an invert/no-invert circuit realized by a simple exclusive-OR gate. This forms the l's
complement of the shifted data for the case of a negative coefficient digit. The LSB of 1
that needs to be added to form the 2's complement negation is accumulated into a sum for
all the coefficient digit multipliers. This sum forms part of the compensation vector that is
added to the first p-tap in the forward datapath (which has free adder inputs) [7].

Due to the considerable delay incurred by the long input data bus and the two-level
transmission gate multiplexor, a pipeline register (shown as Rp in Fig. 2) is inserted after
the coefficient multiplier in order to obtain a higher maximum data-rate.

11



4 Prototype Chip

Figure 9: Block diagram of the programmable FIR chip.

Fig. 9 shows the block diagram of our programmable linear-phase FIR filter chip. It has
16-bit input and output data. Its internal word length is chosen to be 20-bit to ensure that
the error at the filter's output due to internal quantization is less that the quantization error
due to the finite word length of the data. The core of the chip is the series of 32 p-taps,
folded to share the symmetrical coefficients for linear-phase operation. Surrounding the sore
are the clock and data drivers, the vector merge adder (VMA), the compensation vector
register (CVR), the programmable inverters (PINV), the coefficient registers, and testing
circuitry.

The carry and sum outputs from the last p-tap are added using a 20-bit VMA to produce
the final output. The VMA is implemented by a five stage pipelined carry-ripple adder. The
pipelining removes the VMA from the filter's critical path.

The programmable compensation vector register (CVR) is used to correct the filter core
output by adding in the MSB sign-extension and the additional l's needed for 2's complement
negation. It can also be used to select between rounding or truncation. The compensation
vector is programmed through the input data bus because of the limited number of pins
(84) available on our small die. A programmable inverter (PINV) is inserted in the middle
of the series of p-taps to permit the chip to implement filters with either symmetrical or
anti-symmetrical impulse responses.

To facilitate the testing of the chip, a 16-bit pseudo random number generator (PRNG)
and an output decimator (DEC) are implemented on-chip. The PRNG is based on the type 2
linear feedback shift registers [16, pages 432-44i,] which will produce a pseudo random number
sequence provided that the states of ..he linear feedback shift registers are not identically
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Table 1: Summary of the prototype programmable FIR chip.

Maximum FIR order 32
Technology 1.2-pm CMOS
I/O word length 16-bit
Coefficient word length 16-bit
Internal word length 20-bit
Core area 4.2 x 2.8 mm 2

Die size (with pads) 5.9 x 3.4 mm2

Maximum data-rate 180 MHz
Power Supply 5 V
Power consumption 1.3 W @ 180 MHz
Packaging 84-pin PGA

zero (which will produce a sequence of constant zeros). To avoid the zero state, the starting
state of the PRNG is made to be programmable through the input data bus. The output
decimator, when not bypassed, decimates the output samples by a factor of 16. In our test
setup, when testing is performed within the frequency range of our tester (< 50 MHz), the
output decimator is bypassed and input test vectors are applied by the tester. To perform
testing beyond the frequency range of the tester, the clock signal to the chip is supplied by
an external high frequency source, the PRNG is turned on, and the output is decimated
and sampled asynchronously by the tester. A computer program is used to correlate the
outputs sampled by the tester with the calculated result to verify the chip's functionality
at the higher speed. This permits us to verify the core of the chip to at least 8 times the
sampling speed of our tester.

The chip was designed using the Mentor Graphics GDT VLSI CAD tools. The leaf cells
for the chip are all custom layouts, so as to obtain the best performance. The leaf cells are
assembled by a compiler with parameterized word length and number of p-taps. Thus, any
size filter chip can be generated very easily. The compiler is written in the Genie language, a
C-like interpreted language with interface to access the GDT layout database. A summary of
the prototype chip is given in Table 1. The prototype chip (Fig. 10) was fabricated through
the MOSIS service using the Hewlett-Packard 1.2-pim CMOS N-well process.

The prototype chip has been tested to operate up to a data-rate of 180 MHz, for filter
taps consisting of single p-taps (i.e., at most two nonzero CSD digits per filter tap). For the
case of two p-taps merged to form a single filter tap (i.e., at most four nonzero CSD digits
per filter tap), the chip will operate up to a data-rate of 90 MHz. However, the input data
can also be applied to two programmable FIR filters, each having half the number of filter
coefficient digits per filter tap. The outputs of these filters can then be added together by
an -dditional adder. When configured this way, the maximum 180 MHz data-rate can be
achieved for filters whose taps would require up to four non-zero CSD digits. This concept
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Figure 10: Photograph of the prototype chip.

can i)e extende~ld t~o include more parallel programmable FIR filters for operations at the
maximum dlata-rate while having filter taps with more than four non-zero CSD digits.
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5 Design Examples

Three example filters have been designed to show the versatility of the proposed architecture:
a 32-tap lowpass filter, a 16-tap lowpass filter, and a 32-tap bandpass filter. All three
filter designs were constrained such that they could be implemented on the prototype chip
described in Section 4 (i.e., at most 32 taps with two nonzero CSD digits per tap and a
16-bit shift range). With a larger filter core (i.e., more p-taps) more demanding filters could
be implemented.
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Figure 11: Frequency response and CSD coefficients for 32-tap FIR lowpass filter of Exam-
ple 1.

Example 1: This example filter is a 32-tap lowpass filter with normalized passband and
stopband edge frequencies of 0.15 and 0.25, respectively. The filter achieves a normalized
stopband attenuation of 41.5 dB with a peak-to-peak passband ripple of 0.074 dB using
only two nonzero CSD digits per tap. The coefficients for this filter and the corresponding
frequency response are shown in Fig. 11. This filter requires a total of 32 p-taps when
implemented on our prototype chip. Since this filter requires at most two coefficient digits
per filter tap, the maximum data-rate achievable when implemented on our prototype chip
is 180 MHz.

Example 2: This example filter is a 16-tap lowpass filter with normalized passband and
stopband edge frequencies of 0.125 and 0.35, respectively. The filter achieves a stopband
attenuation of 77.3 dB with a peak-to-peak passband ripple of 0.1 dB using three or four
nonzero CSD digits per filter tap. The filter coefficients and the corresponding frequency
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Figure 12: Frequency response and CSD coefficients for 16-tap FIR lowpass filter of Exam-
ple 2.

response are shown in Fig. 12. When implemented on our prototype chip, this filter requires
a total of 32 p-taps and therefore fully utilizes the hardware. The largest tap for this filter
requires four nonzero digits (i.e., two p-taps) and therefore the maximum data-rate achievable
by the prototype chip, for this filter, is 90 MHz

Example 3: This example filter is a 32-tap bandpass filter with the first stopband edge
frequency of 0.1 (normalized), passband edge frequencies of 0.2 and 0.3, and the second
stopband edge frequency of 0.4. The filter achieves normalized attenuation levels of 47.6 dB
and 49.9 dB in the first and second stopbands, respectively, and a peak-to-peak passband
ripple of 0.04 dB, while using only two nonzero CSD digits per filter tap. The coefficients
for this filter, and the corresponding frequency response are shown in Fig. 13. This filter
requires a total of 32 p-taps when implemented on our prototype chip. Like example 1, since
the largest number of coefficient digits per filter tap is only two, the maximum data-rate
achievable by our prototype chip, for this filter, is 180 MHz.

These three examples demonstrate the efficiency of our architecture. By contrast, a
straightforward programmable FIR filter chip capable of implementing all three of these
example filters with a uniform filter tap structure would require 32 taps with each tap
having four nonzero digits. Thus, hardware for a total of 128 nonzero CSD digits would be
required. In our prototype chip, however, we are able to implement all three filters using
only 32 2-digit taps (p-taps), or a total of 64 nonzero digits-a savings of 50%.
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h(2) = -2-' - 2-" h(8) = -2-5 + 2-8 h(14) = -2-2 + 2-4
h(3) = +2-8 + 2-1  h(9) = +2-5- 2-" h(15) = +2-2-2-5
h(4) = +2-7 - 2-" h(10) = +2-6 +2-9
h(5) = -2-8- 2-13 h(1l) = +2-6 + 2-9

Figure 13: Frequency response and CSD coefficients the 32-tap FIR bandpass filter of Ex-
ample 3.

6 Conclusion

We have presented a new architecture for the implementation of the transposed FIR digital
filter. We use a novel switchable unit-delay to allocate the optimal hardware resources to
each filter tap. Moreover, a simple recoding of the coefficient values results in a simplification
of the digit multiplication hardware. A prototype chip that can realize FIR filters with up
to 32 linear-phase taps with 16-bit I/O has been implemented within a die size of 5.9 mm by
3.4 mm using 1.2-pm CMOS technology. The chip has been fabricated and tested to operate
at data-rates up to 180 MHz.

While our new programmable structure is capable of implementing filters designed using
existing algorithms for designing filters with Powers-of-Two coefficients, it will benefit from
more specialized algorithms that can exploit our unique programmable-tap structure. That
is, by taking advantage of our ability to use a small number of nonzero digits for many taps,
we can expect to design significantly longer FIR filters than could be implemented with

presently available CSD FIR approaches. A promising algorithm has been reported in [11],
where the number of digits at each tap is variable and the optimization algorithm seeks to
minimize the total number of coefficient digits for the entire filter. For the purpose of our
filter, the optimization algorithm should minimize the pairs of coefficient digits at each tap
while using as many filter taps as possible, subject to the available resources on a given filter
chip.
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Automated Programming of Digital Filters
for Parallel Processing Implementation

Michael J. Werter, Member, lEE& and Akn N. WiIson, Jr., Fellow. IEEE

Absd- A cotute algorithm lI described that amnmai-
cawl le optimal program for the lowpkmentatom ofarmarruy \ 2
digital Ater structures an parallel processors. Te algorilut
has bees adapted particularly for programmnlg a nSw chip
with mulole procesmo arranged In a rnop topolon. Tie
algorithm starts from a etlist describing a desired dW i altsr
structue The algorithm's output Is a set of programs hr the
parallel proceusor which causes them to implement the gives
digital ilter.

I. INTRODUCInON

T HIS PAPER DESCRIBES a computer algorithm thatv Yx
automatically writes programs for the implementation Fig. I. R-rcture ptcso topolo.

of digital filters on parallel processors. It has been used
for implementing many common filter structures on a new I A M TOPOLOGY FOR DIGrAL fthRiNG
digital signal processing (DSP) chip [1], [2]. The programs
are optimal; that is, they use the minimum number of program In [I] a DSP chip is described that contains multiple proces-
steps per data sample to implement a given arbitrary digital sors placed in a ring-sructured topology on a single integrated
filter structure. The algorithm's "input" is a netlist describing circuit (Fig. 1). Due to this ring structure the communication
the desired digital filter structure, which is used to define between processors is restricted to neighboring processors
a shift-invariant data-flow graph: a directed graph in which only. For the implementation of many popular digital filter
all operations (additions, multiplications, and time delays) are structures this restriction produces no disadvantage over more
specified at the nodes, and in which the branches are directed complex communication schemes; it has been shown in [1] that
paths specifying the flow of data between nodes [3]-[5]. The the ring-structured parallel processor system can implement
algorithm first optimizes this flow graph to achieve the best filters using the minimum possible number of sequential
performance from the parallel processors when implementing arithmetic operations per data sample.
the given filter structure. It next calculates a time schedule for Since the intended application of the DSP chip is real-time
the flow graph's arithmetical operations and then distributes digital filtering, the processors need only be able to perform
these operations over the multiple processors, taking into the five instructions: add, subtract, multiply, move (register
account all the restrictions which appear due to the topology to register), and nop (no operation). The ALU consists of a
and the processors' architecture. The algorithm's "output" is hardware multiplier, a RAM to store multiplier coefficients and
a set of programs for the parallel processors which causes them an adder/subtractor, as shown in Fig. 2. The ALU is pipelined
to implement the given digital filter. so that the multiplier will execute in one clock cycle. This way,

For the reader's convenience, some properties of the pro- it can perform an addition and a multiplication simultaneously.
grammable digital filter IC presented in [1] are briefly re- Since it happens that most digital filters perform an addition
viewed in Section II. In Section M the computer algorithm is immediately following a multiplication, this ALU architecture
described. In Section IV we compare our algorithm with other makes it possible to perform both functions in "essentially"
scheduling algorithms, and we summarize the main results in one instruction step.
Section V.

MI. COMPUTER ALGORrniM

In a general-purpose computing context the major difficulty
Manuscript received September 1, 199r e~vised June 15. 1993. This with most parallel architectures is specifying how to program

paper was recommended by the Associate Editor Y. C. Liam. This work was
supported by the Office of Naval Research under Grant N00014-91J-1852 them. However, since digital filters require no conditional
and by a pant from the State of Califonia and TRW, throgh the California branching it is possible to write a computer algorithm (a task
MICRO program. partitioner) that analyzes a structural description of a given

sity of California, tIs Ag es. CA. filter and writes optimal programs for parallel processing. We
IEEE Log Number 9400240. have developed such an algorithm. Its flow graph is shown in

1057-.713W94$04.00 0 1994 IEEE
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(a)

* o w I - I 1I3 Y

/Fg 4. d siecd -odegta direm'ct = form is, Sthr (a)lgor muithm .i(b

Seach node k (representing an addition, multiplicaio or time

. • delay) is connected with other nodes of the flow graph. To
avoid ambiguities, we assume that each adder has two ingoing

t IIdesired filter is "relizbe" [6], [71, i.e., that it contains no

" ~be "proper" [81 in the sense that there is a directed path from
m the input to every node and a directed path to the output from

every node in the data-flow graph. In other words, all parts of

•T^,As an example, Fig. 4(a) shws the topology of a second-
,o t order direct form HI digital filter and the corresponding data-

= ~flow graph is shown in Fig. 4(b). The netlist input file of this
Sexample is shown in Appendix C.

, UTP , Our algorth first combines each multiplication with a sub-I OUTPUT ]sequent addition into a two-step Multiply-Accumulate (MAC)
Fig. 3. Flow graph of'computer aloitm instruction. If no atddition follows at multiplier, "zero" will

be added to it during the accumulate stage'. 1"he MAC
Fig. 3. In this section, the algorithm will be explained with instructions are called supernodes in the data-flow graph and
the aid of an example. they are depicted by dashed ellipses in Fig. 4(b).

Section III will show that the filter programs written by
the algorithm are optimal; that is, they use the minimum
number of program steps per data sample to implement a given B. Optimum sampling period To
arbitrary digital filter structure. The algorithm calculates th Using a well-known technique of Renfors and Neuvo [8],
optimum sampling period To (Section mf-B), it searches for [9], our algorithm calculates the theoretical minimum sampling
an optimum schedule (Section Ill-C) and optimum distribution
of the operations over the processors (Section Irn-D). If (and
only if) it is not possible to implement the given digital filter s'If a time-delay element i- locaaed betweena •naltiple --.,m ader thmee
at the optimum sampling period, the algorithm inrae the the seuec of the tiIdeky .ad the mutple wini be revered. so thuth
sampling period by one time unit (Section Ill-F). mutple cun be inerae with the adder in a MAC i~namciom.
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period2 T.1 . that would be possible for my cumma parallel
of the specified filte structure asusming that

- an l ed numbe of processosi are avalable. Thereore it
searces for all directed loops in the data-flow grapm* For every A4

directed loop 1. it counts the number of time-delay nodes N,
and it calculates the arithmetic loop delay Pl, which equals the
total processing time consumed by the arithmetical operations U TI U .
in the loop. The minimum sampling period Tri,, is calculated
by (a)

T,= max(Da/NI) (1) x - A , + .-

where the maximum is taken over all directed loops in the flow T

graph. A directed loop in which this maximum is reached is Aid TO M. A4
++called ;. critical loop.

An alternative way to compute the minimum sampling T
period (iteration period bound) is based on the longest-path MI " MiUs
matrices and their mudiplication (101. An advantage of that
algorithm is that it has a polynomial complexity, while the N
search for all possible directed loops in a data-flow graph
can grow as a factorial function of the number of time-delay x • % A = -Y
nodes, as discussed in Appendix A. The program can easily T
be modified to support this alternative approach.

The second-order filter example of Fig. 4 has two recursive As +
loops. The minimum sampling neriod T,.mm, calculated with
the Renfors and Neuvo algorithn, (8], is found from the loop
containing MI, A, and TI: M2 ,

Ti, = TM + TA (C)

where TM and TA denote the time needed for a multiplication Fig. 5. Tuf topologes second-ader direct form n filer.

and an addition, respectively.
Since the implementation of the desired digital filter struc-

ture must be accomplished on a limited number of processors theoretical minimum sampling period Tnn.:
P, our algorithm next calculates Tp, the minimum total KT+KTA
computation time per processor. The average computation time P,.i K T=+n TI (4)
of a MAC instruction 3 equals TM. The computation time of an T.n "
add, subtract or move instruction equals TA, so the minimum From (4) we conclude that the minimum number of pro-
total computation time per processor Tp for an implementation cessors needed to execute the five MAC instructions of the
of the desired digital filter structure on a limited number of second-order filter example of Fig. 4 on a system with TA =
processors P equals TM = one step at the theoretical minimum sampling period

K1 • TM + K2 -TA Tmin = two-steps is Pm,,4  = 3 processors.
Tp = (2) In Fig. 4(a) we see four two-input adders. Adders A, and

A2 can, however, be considered as one three-input adder with
where K, is the total number of supernodes and K2 is the ingoing branches from input x and multipliers M , and M 2.
total number of other nodes in the data-flow graph which are This three-input adder could be implemented in three different
not time-delay nodes, ways, as shown in the three Fig. 5 structures. As is well

The optimum sampling period for the implementation of the known, all three implementations produce the same three-input
flow graph on a multiple processor system with P processors sum if two's complement arithmetic is used for quantization
can now be calculated by and overflow correction. Of the three filters shown, only the

T.,= max(T , Tp). (3) first has the minimum sampling period Tmin = two-steps; the
T =,other two have loops with two adders, one multiplier and

From (2) and (3) we can calculate P,,,i,, the minimum number one time delay so that Tm,.i = three steps. This shows that
of processors that is needed to implement a digital filter at the it is important to optimally sequence ingoing branches of a

multiple-input adder. For this reason our algorithm detects
2Tbe minimum sampling period T,, n. has been called the iteration period all multiple-input adders in the desired filter structure and

bound in (3. 110. and its reciprocal value is, of course. the maximum samplng provides the user the option of searching for the optimum
rate (81.

3Our algorithm can handle pipelined multipliers in which a multiplication adder. sequence to minimize the filter's sampling period. If this
would be executed in multiple stages. option is used the algorithm recursively splits each N-input
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adder with N > 2 into an M-input adder and an (N - M)- MAC MAcI

input adder, where 1 < M < N/2. (A one-input adder is - P = .-

simply a branch in the data-flow graph.) There are N X + 1.2 ...

different combinations into which the N-input adder can be :r,-2 T-2

split, yielding an M-input adder and an (N - M)-input adder, • ,x T _ _ "× - - +

*,T-0 T.0'-..---.8 -

where M = ( ) N Let S(N) ct the total number r.-I T-1
T-0 I

of different combinations into which an N-input adder can be ,-0
split, then S(1) = 1. and T 1  " . - I

1 N 1T- 
-2 t7 T-

2 j= ) S(M)S(N - M) = (2N - 3)!! (a)
M=1 A 2  MC

forN>
-x .. + + Y

where i! = i(i - 2)(i - 4)...5 .3. 1 for i odd. A proof : :8.3
of this result is given in Appendix B. The total number of
.combinations increases rapidly with N, therefore it is not ,x: X,: X +
practical to check all combinations for adders having many ---- I

ingoing branches. In most filter structures, however, multiple-
input adders with many ingoing branches are rare (perhaps .-
the most noteworthy exception being the direct-form FIR ,.0 X-..... . . --

structure). Thus it is, in fact, usually feasible to employ (b)

our algorithm's option to search for the filter topology with
optimally-sequenced adders that yields the lowest minimum MýC, Mec|
sampling period T,. " " + .

-,t.o *- t t 1.0

C. lime schedule .-C :,.

Having found To the flow graph of Fig. 3 shows that the X . +- ,''"Cg "
next task is to determine the time schedule. The earliest time ,,0 ."" t-0 t---- "
T(k) at which the operation at node k can be started is found "'[--
from a maximal distance spanning tree [I I], which is a tree of ]
the data-flow graph containing all of the flow graph's nodes, X ""
having the property that there is a directed path from the
input to each node k, such that the sum of all processing (C)
times in such a path is maximal. The individual nodes in Fig. 6. Second-order direct form i9 filter. (a) Original data flow graph, (b)
a supemode of the data-flow graph cannot be separated in data-flow graph after deleting of time-delay nodes, (c) data-flow graph after

the maximal distance spanning tree since they represent the rescheduling.

addition and multiplication of a single MAC instruction.
Therefore, a branch within a supemode is always a part of
the maximal distance spanning tree. As discussed in [81, the Ith Fig. 6(a), a maximal distance spanning tree for the
processing time of a time-delay node equals -T. (a negative data-flow graph of the Fig. 4 filter example is shown by thick-
value!), which causes the total processing time of a critical lined branches. From the maximal distance spanning tree we
loop to be zero, while the processing time of all directed calculate the earliest time at which the operation at (super)
noncritical loops have negative values. The latter implies that node k can be started. The results are shown ini Fig. 6(a)
there is some (positive) slack time between the time that the assuming a new input data sample is available at time T = 0.
execution of an operation is completed and the time that the The algorithm next finds the shimming delays, which are
result of this operation is needed for further processing. These depicted in Fig. 6(a) by rectangular boxes. Notice that the
slack times have been called "shimming delays" [7), and they critical loop contains indeed no shimming delay.
can be depicted as (positive) shimming-delay blocks in some Since all operations are executed periodically, and since
of the branches of the data-flow graph. After insertion of all an instruction writes data to the same register as that of
shimming-delay elements into the data-flow graph the total the previous sample period, all shimming delays should have
processing time of each loop (directed or nondirected) equals values less than the sampling period T.. If a shimming delay's
zero, where in a nondirected loop the sign of the processing value equals or exceeds T. a newly produced data sample
time of a node operation or a shimming delay is reversed if would be written over old data before it has been used
its direction is opposite to the loop's reference direction in the for further computations. This problem can be prevented by
data-flow graph. A maximal distance spanning tree is found employing additional move instructions which copy the old
using an algorithm similar to the Bellman-Ford method 112]. data (moving it to another register) before the new data is
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produced. Alternatively, we can sometimes avoid this problem the minimum number of processors needed to implement this
by rescheduling the operations, or by unfolding the data-flow filter, at the optimum sampling period according to (4). The
graph [141. In the second-order filter example the problem data-flow graph after rescheduling is shown in Fig. 6(c).
does not arise since all shimming delays have values which The rescheduling described in this section may seem equiva-
are less than T,. lent to the retiming technique used in [13], which redistributes

Since all operations are executed periodically with the time-delay elements over a filter structure and so creates new
sampling period T. we next modify the time schedule by time schedules. Our algorithm, however, does not redistribute
specifying its values modulo To: if the time T(k), which is the time-delay nodes (which have been deleted from the data-
sum of the processing times from the input node to the node flow graph after a maximal distance spanning tree was found),
kc, according to the maximal distance spanning tree, equals but it redistributes the shimming-delay elements over the flow

graph. And while the retiming technique can improve the
T(k) = m. To + t(k), with m = integer, 0 t(k) < T0  sampling period of an implementation of a digital filter but

cannot guarantee a schedule to be rate-optimal [14], all our
then operation k will be scheduled to start at step t(l) in the implementations operate at the optimum sampling period To.
program. Notice that the time-delay nodes in the data-flow The initial distribution of operations over the parallel pro-
graph have no effect on the value of t(k); consequently they cessors assigns each operation to the processor with lowest
are now removed ("short-circuited"). The time schedule for index that is free during the complete time it takes to execute
the second-order filter example is shown in Fig. 6(b). this operation. Notice that the operation of checking for a free

processor is performed modulo the sampling period T., since
D. Operation distribution all operations are executed periodically. Each redistribution

According to the Fig. 3 flow graph, we must next determine assigns an operation to the next available processor. In this
how the operations will be distributed over the processors, way all possible distributions of the operations over the parallel
and then check for the accessibility of data. If we find that processors can be tested.
it is not possible to appropriately distribute the operations
over the processors the operations will be rescheduled; that E. Data accessibility
is, one of the operations will be selected to start at a different After the operations are distributed over the processors,
time (a different step in the nrogram). In the data-flow graph the computer algorithm checks whether all data can be made
a rescheduling can be visualized as a pushing of shimming- accessible to all processors that need it. Therefore, for each
delay elements through the nodes. The algorithm also adds data sample, a list of processors needing it is formed. If a
shimming delays at the filter's input and output node, which pr ocessor needs data that has just been produced by itself
are used in the rescheduling process. Except for a pipeline or one of its neighbors, this processor can be removed from
delay, these additional shimming delays do not change the the list, since the data can be accessed via an ALUR. For
filter operation; the new filter performs the same sequence of all processors that remain on the list, the program checks
multiplications and additions, and thus has the same behavior whether "in-between processors" can move the data from the
with respect to qu:intization errors, as the filter without the processor where it was produced to the one where it is needed.
additional shimming delays. Our algorithm checks which
operations can be rescheduled and it reschedules one of these
operations in searching for a solution. It also keeps track of F. Output
how much each operation is shifted from the original time The "output" of the computer algorithm is a set of pro-
schedule, to prevent duplication of rescheduling operations. grams fo" the parallel processors which causes them to imple-
The rescheduling is repeated every time the program fails to ment the given filter structure.
(re)distribute operations over the processors, until all possible It is easy to show how a parallel processor DSP chip
time schedules have been checked. containing as few as three processors can implement the

In the Fig. 6(b) data flow graph of the second-order filter general second-order direct-form II filter of Fig. 4(a). The
example we see that there are four MAC instructions which parallel (two-step) programs that our algorithm finds are given
use the result of MAC 1 at time t = 0; that is, immediately in Fig. 7(a). The filter that the Fig. 7(a) programs implement
after it has been produced. At that time the MAC 1 result is shown in Fig. 7(b). This Fig. 7(b) filter structure can easily
will be available at the ALUR of the processor where it has be derived from the Fig. 6(c) data-flow graph by inserting
been produced. Since the ALUR of each processor in the ring time-delay nodes in every branch where t = 0 (including
structure is only accessible by its own processor and by its branches within supemodes) except for the branches which
two neighbors, we can execute only three instructions at time leave from the input x, or those going to the output y. Notice
t = 0 which use the MAC, result. Therefore we have to that the Fig. 7(b) structure actually implements the transfer
reschedule one of the operations, MAC5 for example, so that function z-1 H(z), which differs from the specified H(z)
it starts at t = 1. The rescheduling of MAC5 does not change by one pipeline delay. In general, the algorithm is capable
the sequence in which the operations are executed since there of taking advantage of additional pipeline delays to achieve
was a shimming delay of one-step between MACs and adder efficient implementations of the specified filter, so being aware
A4. After this rescheduling the second-order direct form II of, and planning for such modifications need not be a concern
filter example can be executed on three processors, which is to the user.
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In this section, we shall therefore compare our algorithm with
StepI M + -, A - A Ash14+ 0 NOP the algorithm of [15].Ste M3 + X At Ait x A.tA 4 A , x ,+0 NOP All algorithms sart with a description of the desired digital

M 3aoa0., M,= b, x A, ?-= a, x A, NOP filter by a data-flow graph. Our algorithm is the only one
Step 2 Y - M3 + A ,A.-., +A, A, .-41 4 + A4  NOP that first combines each multiplier with a subsequent adder

M2 b2 x At M$=•1x A9  NOP in a two-step MAC-instruction; this, of course, is dictated by
(a) the advantage of implementing a MAC operation as a single

instruction on our hardware, which reduces the total number
X A + AT + Y of instructions significantly. The number of instructions in an

FIR filter program, for example, is reduced by 50 percent [1].
T Similar to most scheduling algorithms, we first calculate me

M, M, + A4 minimum sampling period, assuming that an unlimited number
;b, 9 • of processors are available. Our algorithm is the only one

T that has the option to automatically change the topology of

T 2  
multiple-input adders and so improve the minimum sampling
period. Unlike all scheduling algorithms with the exception

(b) of the range-chart-guided scheduling, we also calculate the
Fig. 7. Implementation of second-order direct form V1 filter. (a) Programs, optimum sampling period assuming that a limited number of
(b) implemented filter structure. processors are available. We then calculate the amount of time

over which operations can be rescheduled. We use the maximal
An examination of the programs will demonstrate how distance spanning tree to find the earliest time at which each

data flows, from the input x to the output register y, as the operation can be started, so our "reference node" [15] is the
processors communicate with each other by means of their input node. Since all operations are executed periodically we
adjacent shared register blocks and ALUR registers. next delete the time-delay nodes from the data-flow graph,

We use the arrows shown in the programs to indicate which taking care that shimming delays do not exceed or equal the
of the two adjacent blocks the output data is directed to. sampling period T,. Therefore our scheduling range is limited
Thus, we indicate a clockwise-directed output by a right- to 0 < t < T,. The range-chart-guided scheduling does not
pointing arrow, and a counterclockwise-directed output by a necessarily place a T. limit on a program's schedule. In fact,
left-pointing arrow. The two-way directed arrow in step 2 at it appears that the implementation of the second-order direct
processor P2 in Fig. 7(a) shows that data A, will be stored in form II filter shown in Fig. 13(b) of [15] has a new cs data
the register blocks at both sides of processor P2 . value calculated before the old cg value has been used in the

To speed up the task partitioner's distribution of operations addition that forms c6 . Therefore, if the programs would write
over the processors and simultaneously to reduce the commu- data to the same register each sampling period, the processor
nication between processors, our algorithm has the option to P4 at time t = 0 performs the incorrect addition c6(i) = c 7 (i)
add the additional constraint that an operation may only be + ca(i + 1).
assigned to that processor where its input data are created, or The time schedule found with the range-chart-guided sched-
one of the adjacent processors. uling algorithm does not necessarily produce the minimum

While we have been able to implement all practical exam- number of levels. An example in which the algorithm produces
pies of digital filter structures at the optimum sampling period more than the minimum required number of levels is shown
T. on the ring of processors, it is possible to create contrived in Fig. 8. Fig. 8(a) shows a circuit with four additions (one-
data-flow graphs for which an implementation on P processors step), two multiplications (two-steps), and three time delays.
operating at a sampling period T, does not exist [151. If this The minimum sampling period is Tmin = 4 steps, which is
occurs the sampling period To will be increased by one time dictated by the loop c1 , C2 , c3 , c4 , di. If we select cl as
unit, and the algorithm will then continue with the initial time our reference node the scheduling-range chart will become
scheduling, as shown in Fig. 3. as shown in Fig. 8(b). Following the scheduling algorithm

presented in [15] the sequence in which the operations are to
IV. COMPARISON WrrH OTHER SCHEDULING ALGORMrMs be scheduled is: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. The final equivalence class is

The computer algorithm presented in this paper has some shown in Fig. 8(c). When operation 5 is placed at the upper

similarities with the range-chart-guided iterative data-flow fixed limit, we need a third level to place operation 6. The

graph scheduling of [151-[181. In [15] the following sched- algorithm therefore does not find the optimum solution which

uling methods have been compared with each other: has only 2 levels and can be implemented on two processors,
as shown in Fig. 8(d).

1) Single iteration methods [20], [21]; Even if the number of levels found in the range-chart-
2) Direct blocking methods [41, [18o ; guided scheduling algorithm is minimal, this program does
3) Fixed rate methods based on: not guarantee an implementation on. the minimum number

a. Maximal distance spanning tree [8], [9]; of processors, as shown in the following example. Consider
b. Optimum unfolding [14], [221, [23]; the assignment of operations in Fig. 9(a). In the range-chart-
c. Cyclo-static scheduling [31-[5]. guided scheduling algorithm the operations will be assigned
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One of the diffteences between our algorthm and the rang.-d chart-guided scheduling algorithm is that the latter does no
try to reschedule operations if the number of levels exceeds
the number of processors, nor does it try to redistribute these

C C2 C3 C4 operations if the assignment of operations to the processors is
+ C4 unsuccessful.

CFinally, none of the other scheduling algorithms seems to5 C 6  have employed a scheduling of operations to processors where

data communication is restricted due to processor topology
"d2 d 3 constraints.

(a) V. CONCLUSIONS

0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 In this paper, a computer algorithm has been described that
C1  automatically writes optimal programs for parallel processors.

C2  The algorithm has been adapted particularly for Programming
C3  a DSP chip with multiple processors arranged in a ring-type
C 4  topology, but it can easily be modified for other multiprocessor

C 5 1 1 1 digital filter chips. The algorithm can check all possible timing

-C6 schedules and all possible distributions of the operations over
L I Nthe parallel processors, taking into account the constraints

(b) imposed by the multiprocessor topology and the processors'

architecture. It searches iteratively for a set of programs that
6 implements the given digital filter at the optimum sampling

5 5 6 period on a limited number of processors.1 5 3 4We have proved with this computer algorithm that, among

1 2 3 4 others, the following common filter structures can be imple-

(c) mented to execute in the optimal manner on a single chip
which contains five processors in a ring-type topology [I]:

1 5 1 6 16 cascades of second-order direct-form II filters (one program
1 6 2 3 step per second-order section, for cascades of two or more

2filter sections), arbitrary FIR filter (one program step per five
(d) filter taps), a 10-th order Gray-Markel lattice filter (five-step

Fig. 8 Example with no optimum range-chart-guided scheduling. (a) Filter program), a general second-order state-space filter (three-
structure, (b) scheduling-range chart, (c) scheduling accoding to [15], (d) step program), and a fifth-order wave digital filter (nine-step
optimum scheduling, program).

Since FIR filters and cascades of second-order direct-form
t= 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 I filters are the most common digital filter structures, we have

P2  iiJI~ 2ij~ ~ 6 '~ ' Icreated alibrary for the programs that implement these types
P1  1 2 2A 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 of filters with arbitrary order. At the start of our algorithm, the

(a) user has the option to directly call programs from the library,
and after completion of the scheduling of the operation over
the processors the user can add newly-found programs to this

P3  6 6 library.
P 2  1 2 2 3 3 3 1 7 1 l7 7 While the algorithm exhibits a worst-case running time

P1 5 5 1 5 L5 ]Ii 5 1 1 4 1 4 1 4 1 4d which increases rapidly with the number of instructions in the

(b) data flow graph, for all practical examples the running time
was quite acceptable. Table I in Appendix A compares the

Fig. 9. Example with nooptimum range-chart-guided distribution. (a) Sced-number of computations for the calculation of the minimum
ule of operations to be distributed, (b) processor distribution according to
1151. sampling period of a "worst-case " example filter using the

Renfors-Neuvo method (used in our algorithnAh and using a
to processors in the sequence: 5 to PI, 4 to P1, 3 to P2, polynomial-time algorithm. Notice that, it is onlv when the
7 to P2, 2 to P2. At this moment, operation 6 must be order of a filter section equals or exceeds seven that the
assigned to a processor. However, since processor P1 is used polynomial-time algorithm outperforms our algorithm. This
by operation 4 at time t = 7, and since processor P2 is used fact, along with the fact that worst-case examples are hardly
by operation 3 at time t = 6, we have to use a third processor ever encountered, accounts for the quite acceptable perfor-
to execute operation 6, as shown in Fig. 9(b). This distribution mance of our algorithm, even though in principle, one could
of operations over the processors is not optimal, since we can expect to sometimes encounter unreasonably long computation
assign the original schedule immediately to 2 processors. times.
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TarAuT NuhmnaDr Corw a ,n CNwu1.AoNoF 5(N) = - )S(M)S(N - M) for N > 2. (6)
Tm MiNpAum SA•mmN PE•=O Tmn OF AN N-ni ORDER 2 M=

GRAY-MARm. LAvncE DriAL. FuLm wrni im RUNPts-Nmsno
MgnMM (MI) AmN Wmrr THPLYMMAL-Tue AwomiMO (M2).

We shall prove that S(N) = (2N - 3)1!, for N > 2,
N M1  M2  where we definei!! = i(i - 2)(i - 4)... 5.3 I for i odd.
1 5 9 The proof is by induction. That is, for all J = 1,..., N - 1,
2 15 72 we assume that S(J) = (2J - 3)!! and we dhll show ha
3 43 272 S(N) = (2N - 3). S(N - 1).
4 136 710 Proof. Using the property of binomwal coefficients

N 534 1,497 (N) = (N-1) + ) for I<M N-16 2,629 2,756 -f M- I
7 15,812 4,614 we find from (6)
8 112.504 7.205

9 921,598 10670 S(N) = IN-1r N-11) (N 1 )] ()N-M,10 8,525,229 15.151 2(N) =

Define M' = N - M, then
VI. APPENDIX A 1 N-1 1

In [10] it has been shown that in a data-flow graph in which S(N) = 2[ (N M/)s(N - M')S(M')
there is a directed path between every pair of time-delay nodes M=l

(e.g., a Gray-Markel lattice digital filter [191) the total number N-1 N 1
of loops equals + E)SM (N- Mf)].

M=1
N N1

L = E . (V- k)' (5) Using the property of binomial coefficients
k=1 N l N-lM.) =(N )

where N is the total number of time-delay nodes in the data- (N = 1 ( 1 for - - 1 (7)

flow graph. An algorithm that finds the minimum sampling
period Tmi, of a Gray-Markel lattice filter using (1) must we find
perform a total of M, = G. L computations, where G is the N-I 1 N )
"average number of arithmetical nodes in the loops of the data- S(N) 1 ) S(M)S(N - M). (8)
flow graph. In the Gray-Markel lattice filter G z (N + 13)/3. M=/

As remarked in [10] the minimum sampling oeriod Tmi, Let
can be found by adapting the algorithm for the minimal
cost-to-time ratio cycle problem presented in [121. The total S(N - M) = (2N - 2M - 3) S(N - M - 1)

number of computations required by this program is M2 = for 1 <M < N - 2.
N 3 • log2 (2N 3 F) + N • E, where E is the total number of
edges in the data-flow graph, and F is the maximum number Then (8) becomes
of arithemetical nodes between a pair of time-delay nodes. In (N N -1
the Gray-Markel lattice filter E = 6- N and F = N + 2. S(N) = I S(N - 1)(1)

Table I shows the values of M, and M2 for the Gray-Markel N-2 N
lattice digital filter. Notice that it is only when N > 7 that + " ( (2N - 2M - 3)S(M)S(N - I - M).
M2 < MI. This fact, along with the fact that most digital , ( i

filter structures (unlike the Gray-Markel lattice) do not possess
directed paths between all pairs of time-delay nodes, and hence Define M' = N - 1 - M and split the summation into two
typically possess a far smaller total number of loops than identical parts, then
indicated by (5), accounts for the quite acceptable performance S(N) = S(N - 1)+
of our algorithm, when employed for "real problems," even N-2
though in principle, one could expect to sometimes encounter 1 IN 1
unreasonably long computation times. 2 M=1 -

S(M)S(N - 1 - M) +VII. APPENDIX B

The function S is defined recursively, for all positive N-2 N_1I
integers, by E ( (2M' - 1)S(N - 1 - M')S(M')].

S(1) = 1
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TABLE II (51 D. A. Sehwuta elaL. -Ma optim 3y m ~ my
mddueaorsupeecoqu~ r for diAs" @pi paooseim&- is P

Name Input I Input 2 , CoMINUMs IEEE kaL Cmif Acousics. S4e&eA S49. Ane. pp. 2991-21114. 19W.
r -6]A. Raesins. "Dsgial Sikes; relesd to classeal fiber tut. A"rA

AName Input 1 Input 2 ;Adder '(1EkL brrgu .vl 25. pp. 79419. F 1971.

M-namce Input Coef. ; Multiplier ('71 A. Fettweja. *mfalzdA4uu of dogtal Siear networks," Arck ErI Obert#qu~g., vol. 30. pp. 90-96. Feb. 1976.
T-name Input Time delay 191 M. Renfora and Y. Neuvo, -The ninsenuse sanyliag ral of digital

Y Output ;Output node, and last filters under hardware speed constraints." IEE Trans. 0-~. Syst.. vol.
line CAS-28, pp. 196--202. Mar. 1961.
lut 19] M. Renfons and Y. Neuvo, "Fa suto.impcesaor realiZatiomS Of digita

fitrs."* in Proc. IEEE hAL Con. AcomhhieL, Speech. Sig. Proc.. PP.
916-919, I91.

TABLE 1ll 1101 S. H. Gertz et aL. "A polynosniall-timc algoridun for the consputstiom Of

-the ateration-period boun in recursive dma-flow graphs." IEEE Trami
Name Input 1 Input 2 Comments Cimr Syst .1,vol. 39. pp. 49-52, ian 1992.

Ml Tl i [11 R. G. Busacker and T. L Saaty. Finite Grophs aad N~twor NewMl TI blYork: McGraw-Hill. 1965.
M2 n2 b2 (121 E. L. Lawler. Combinatorial Optimization: Net-Ars anid hiatroid New

M3 A aO 13)York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston. 1976.
M 3 A IaO (13)C. E.Leiscrson etraL. "Optimiizing synchronous circuitryby -timning."

M4 TI alI in Proc. Thi Calech Coeaf VLSI. Pasadena, CA. pp. 87-116. 1983.
M5 '2[141 K. K. Parhi and D. G. Messerschmitt. "Static rate-optimsal scheduling
M5 '12 a2of iterative data-flow programns via optimum unfoldingS." IEEE Trans
A I MI A2Comput.. vol. 40. pp. 178-195, Feb. 1991.

Al l 2 151 S. M. Heemstra de Groot etal., "Range-chart-guided iterative data-flow

A2 M2 X X =input node graph scheduling." IEEE Trants. Cirr. SysL .4vol. 39. pp. 351-364. May
199.

A3 M3 A4 (16] S. M. Heemstra de Groot and 0. E. Herrmann. "Maximmun throughpu

A4 M4 M5 scheduling with limited resources for iterative data-flow graphs by
mean of the scheduling-range chart," in Proc. Eurmmacro Workshop

TI AlI on Real Tame Systems, pp. 8-16, 1990.

T'2 TI [17] S. M. Heemstra de Groot and 0. E_ Herrmann. "Rafte optimal scheduling
of recursive DSP algorithms based on the scheduling range chart." in

Y A3 Proc. IEEE Int. Symp. Circ. and Sysr., pp. 1805-1808. 1990.
(18] S. M. Heenstra de Groot and 0. E_ Herrmann. "Evatuation of tome

multiprocessor scheduling techniques of atomic operations for recursive
DSP graphs." in Proc. Europ. Conf. Crc. Thece and Des.. pp. 400-404,
1989.

Using property (7) and taking the corresponding termis!ogether (191 A. H. Gray. Jr. and J. D. Markel, "Digital lattice and ladder filter
we have synthesis," IEEE Trans. Audio Electroacoust.. vol. AU-21. pp. 491-SM0.

Dec. 1973.
S(N) = S(N - 1)+ (201 J. Blazewicz, "Selected topics in scheduling theory." in Surveys in

N-2 Combinatorial Optimiz~ation, P.L. Hammer, Ed.. Amsterdam: North-
fN - Holland, pp. 1-59. 1987.

(2N - 4 - M S(M)S(N - 1 - M). [21) W. A. Kohler, "A preliminary evaluation of the critical path method
M=1 /for scheduling tasks on multiprocessor systems." IEEE Trans. Coeapur..

vol. C-24, pp. 1235-1238. Dec. 1975.
We recognize the sumw~ation as S(N - 1), so [22'1 E. A. Lee and D. G. Messerschm-itt. "Static scheduling of synchronous

data flow programs for digital signal processing." IEEE Tr~ans. Comn-
S(N) =(2N - 3) - S(N - 1) puters, vol. C-36, pp. 24-35, Jan. 1987.

(23] E A. Lee and D. G. Messerschmiti. "Synchronous data flow." Proc.
whic coplets te prof.IEEE, vol. 75, pp. 1235-1245. Sept. 1987.

whic comlets th prof.(241 H. B. Voelcker and E. E. Hartquist, "Digital filtering via block re-
cursion," IEEE Trans. Audio Electroacoust.. vol. AU-18. pp. 169-176.

VIII. APPENDIX C June 1970.
The program's input-file entries Pre of the form shown in

Table 11.
The input file for the second-order direct form 11 filter

example is shown in 'Table Ill.
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AN IMPROVEMENT TO THE POWELL AND CHAU LINEAR
PHASE IIR FILTERS *
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Abstract [1]; thus, this represents another advantage for our
modified approach.

A technique using .acobian elliptic functions is To illustrate our design technique consider the Fig.
given which, by removing a previous method's double- I(a) pole-zero plot of a lowpass filter H(z). The torte-
zero constraint, yields improved designs of linear phase
11R filters. sponding pole-zero pattern of H(z-I) is shown in Fig.

1(b), and the overall filter designed as in [1] would have
the pole-zero pattern shown in Fig. 1(c). In principle,

Introduction a transfer function having the same set of Fig. 1(c)

In theory it is possible to implement linear phase poles, but whose zeros (while confined to the unit cir-
H1R filters as a tandem connection of an arbitrary cle) were not constrained to have order two, would be
transfer function H(z) and a time-reversed version of better able to distribute the zeros throughout the fil-
the same function H(z- 1). Powell and Chau have de- ter's stopband, thereby yieldinga more efficient tran-

this by approximat- fer function. Such a filter, whose pole-zero patternvised a clever technique for doing ti yaromt- could take the form of Fig. 1(d), would still possess a

ing a local (in time) time-reversal operation using two linear phase frequency, response.

copies of a desired IIR filter, several blocks of stor-
age registers, and control circuitry that accesses two To improve the system given in [1] we must find
of these register blocks on a "last-in, first-out" (LIFO) a way to modify the elliptic filter design method to
basis. There is, however, a certain incficiency in the meet given passband and stopband specifications, such

that it uses 2n simple zeros, distributed throughoutuse of identical transfer functions in the H(z-')H(z) the stopband, and uses ni (i.e., half as many) double

cascade because the stopband transmission zeros all
appear as "double zeros" in any such system. We poles (thus, a total of 2n poles) inside the unit cir-
have devised a design technique, using Jacobian el- cle. Then, this collection of poles and zeros can be
liptic functions, for an optimal pair of-transfer func- allocated to two transfer functions HI(z), H2 (z) both
tions which, when cascaded as Hl(z-')H 2 (z) in the having identical sets of (simple) poles. If we then build
same type of IIR time-reversal system, will meet the a filter with a transfer function H(z) = HI(z- 1 )H 2 (z)
same linear-phase design specifications as that of f1], it will have the pole-zero pattern of Fig. I(d). Its
but which also yields an additional 6 dB of stopband implementation could use the same structure given in
loss. This extra loss can be traded for lower passband [1]; however, while an H(z)H(z-I) system has linear
ripple and/or a narrower transition band by a simple phase for any H(z), its Fig. 2 generalization has linear
revision of the design specifications. phase for all H1 (z), H2(z) where (1) H, and H2 have

The technique of [1] of course yields only an ap- identical poles, and (2) the zeros of HI and H2 all lie
proximate linear-phase design because it happens that on the unit circle.
certain errors are inevitable in the implementation of
the time-reversal process due to the finite length of We have, in fact, found a method to design opti-
the register blocks and the infinite length of the filter's mal transfer functions Hi(z), H2(z) yielding a Fig.
impulse response. For large enough register blocks the 2 filter with an equal-ripple passband and stopband.
approximation can be quite acceptable, but this re- The functions H(z) = Hl(z-')H 2(z) are first con-
quired length grows as the filter specifications become
more demanding. When the register-block length is structed as their equivalents H(s) =f1i(-8)H2(s) in
not quite sufficient, errors in the passband magni- the conventional analog variable s = E + jil, where
tudc and phase response occur. Our investigations z = (1 + sT)/(l - sT). Reversing the sign of s corre-
indicate that these effects are less pronounced in our sponds to taking the reciprocal of z. The equal-ripple
Hj(z-')H 2(z) design than they are in the design of passband is normalized to 0 < Q < 1, and the lower

_cdgc of the equal-ripple stopliand Fs then at %Z,.
"This work was supported by the National Science Founda- We require tll(s) and H&(s) to have identical left-

tion under Grant MIP-9201104 and by the Office of Naval Re-
search under Grant N00014-91-i-1852 and by a grant from the half s-plane poles, so the poles of /Rd(-a) must lie in
State of Calirornia and TRW, through the California MICRO the right-half s-plane at the negatives of the poles of
program. 112(S). The poles of /f(s) are thus the. zeros of an even
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polynomial. The zeros of /(s) must be simple and lie the cosine function in (2) by its appropriate Jacobian
.on the Af axis in the stopband Q, < f) < oo. It follows elliptic function equivalent, namely the cd(u; k) func-

"that H(jfl) is purely real and of even degree. tion (not the cn(u; k) function). Eq. (2) then becomes:
If H1 (s) and H/2(s) had identical zeros as well as .

identical poles, then we should have /l(s) S /h(s), H(s)= 1 + cd~nu /K k] and (1 = cd (u; k)
and f(s) would reduce to the conventional even func- (4)
tion Hi(-s)H1 (S) which is used in constructing acom- where k = flQ-. The Jacobian functions are doubly
plex filter function fli(3) to have a prescribed loss periodic. When, as in the present application, the
while ignoring the phase. We exploit this observation modulus k is real and 0 < k < 1, one period is real
by using very much the same tools for constructing with quarterperiod K and one is imaginary with quar-
fl(s) as one would for R1,(-s)l 1 (s) except for mak- terperiod K'. The quarterperiods for elliptic functions
ing it have simple rather than double jpn-axis zeros. are the counterparts of r/2 for circular and hyperbolic

functions. Varying k changes both K and the ratio

A Modified Elliptic Filter Design K'/K.
In order to make the parametric equations in (4)

We consider first the simplest case where all the describe a rational function with the required charac-
zeros of H(s) are at infinity, and where we do have teristics, it is necessary that the modulus k, (whose

associated quarterperiods are K/ and K') and thef/I(s) - /2(s). Then f/l(s) is identical to the stan-
scale factor nKi/K on u be chosen so that, from

dard Chebyshev lowpass filter. This H(s), of degree the viewpoint of the variable u, the quarterperiod
n = 2m, can be constructed parametrically in the clas- rectangle of 1/H(s) fits exactly n times along the
sic way with circular functions as: real axis into the quarterperiod rectangle of the 0,

21os a but only once along the imaginary axis. That is, so
+ Cco m0 and f = cost (1) that when u = K, nuK 1/K becomes nK1 , while

H(s) when u = jK', nuKI/K becomes jK'. This re-
quires the modulus k, to be related to k so that

The passband ripple of/2l(s) (not of/i(s)) is arP = nK'/K = K'/KI . This can be expressed alterna-
20log10 (1 + e2) dB tively by qf = qy in terms of the parameter s belong-

However, if we try to generalize (1) as it stands to ing to the closely related Theta functions and defined
the elliptic-function case, we would still retain H1/(s) = by q = exp(-iwK'/K).
1ý2(s) and fl(s) would have double jP-axis zeros. To Over the stopband, fQ, < f < oo, /Il(s) has sim-
circumvent this we rearrange (1), replacing cos 2 m6 by ple poles at which it changes sign. At 12, and at the
(cos 2mO + 1)/2 and 2m by ni to get turning points between the poles, the elliptic function

has the value ±kT". In an interval between two adja-
2 cent poles where the function is positive, the minimum

H +-f(cos nO + 1)/2 (1 + i cos nO) loss is 20 logl0 (1 + i/k,) dB, whereas when it is nega-
H(s) tive the minimum loss is 20 1og 10(t/k 1 - 1) dB. In any

where 1 + c2 = (1 +t)/(1 - i). For digital filters we can practical filter i/k, will be much larger than unity, so

discard the factor (1 - t)-I yielding the minimum loss can be approximated by:

1 an = 201og10 t. dB (5)_----- = I + t cos nO and 0• = cos 0 (2) T
The exact minima of the loss will be alternately

with passband ripple ap = 201og10 (1 + t)/(1- t) dB. slightly higher and slightly lower than (5), but the
It is easily confirmed that the poles of H(s) lie on departures from (5) are quite small. For example, at

an ellipse in the s-plane at the points 40 dB loss they are less than 0.1 dB, and at 60 dB less
than 0.01 dB.

. (2o,- I)ir +6 cos( 2 o- 1)7r At the outset in a design, ap, a, and k are pre-
-sin scribed and we need to find the lowest degree n of

filter that meets this specification. As n must be an
(a = 1, 2, ... , n) (3) integer, even its lowest permissible value will usually

provide some margin in performance, and the param-
where eters can then be readjusted to distribute this margin

over a•p, a, and k. Eq. (5). combined with some way
- = sinh 2 , 6 = cosh 02, expn02 = t-I + (1-2 of computin k, from k and n, gives the relationship

between the tour quantities concerned.

The poles of fHl(s) - 2 (s) are the left-half s-plane By expanding k2 into a power series in q•

poles of fl(s); their zeros are all at infinity. exp(-wK•/Ki), and then replacing qi by qI, we get
To distribute simple zeros over the stopband, in- k2 = 16qn - 128q2n + 704q 3n -.... When a, < 0.1 dB

stead of having them all at infinity, we merely replace and a, > 20 dB, q, = q5 < 2.1 x 10-s and it is clear
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that the first term in the series is a more than adequate We use the same chatn of moduli k, f 6r the palm,
practical approximation to k2. Substituting 4q"/ 2 for and (7) with a, = 0 and b, = 1/cos[(2w - 1)r/(2n)].
k, in (5) leads to the design equation Starting with a,. = 0 causes all ai to vanish, and (T)

simplifies to

a,=n 1-og1  + 201ogot - 12.04 dB (6) 1 + k,1q bi-,I -l+ kib ij (8)

The parameter q depends only upon k and is computed
as follows: After r steps using (8), 0, = bo/k.
Let k = sin 4. The zeros of H(s) have to be split into two groups,

one belonging to H1 (s) and one to H2 (s). The sim-
If I <450 q vr______ plest approach is to arrange that the zeros of -i'(s)

I 42 1 + • and f/ 2(s) interlace, but slight digressions from this
I 1 -in may in some cases prove advantageous. We note that

If 0b > 450 9= 2 1 + the separate functions H1/(s) and k 2 (s) will not haveand fiat passbands, although their tandem connection will.

S71`2] When n/2, the common degree of H, and A2 , is odd,
q = exp both functions must have a zero at infinity. This re-

quires fk to have two zeros at infinity. But H defined
This gives q accurate to at least 1 part in 105. by (4) has n/2 conjugate jfl-axis pairs of zeros and

When k, ap and n have been chosen, there remains none at infinity. As H is an even function of s we
only the calculation of the complex poles and j!Q-axis correct this by making a bilinear transformation on
zeros of ft(s) to complete the design. The simplest Q2 (= -s2) moving to infinity the conjugate pair of
and most accurate way of doing this is via a sequence zeros nearest infinity, while keeping the passband edge
of Landen transformations from the corresponding cir- frequencies fQ2 = 0 and fJ2 = 1 fixed. The transforma-
cular functions. The Landen transformation is an al- tion is f22 = Q2 (fQ2 _ 1)/(Q2 - f12 ) wheie C1 is the
gebraic relation between certain elliptic functions be-

nging to two different modulus values with the ratio transformed frequency and fm is the largest zero of
K'/K for one modulus twice that for the other. Iter- f as given by (4). This will increase slightly the stop-
ating the transformation soon produces a modulus so band edge from k-I to (k cd (K/n ; k)][- 1 . We com-
small, and for which the ratio K'/K is so large, that pensate by chosing k in (4) so that k cd (K/n; k) =
the elliptic functions belonging to it have degenerated 0.' instead of k = 01; '. The value of k can easily be
into (are numerically indistinguishable from) circular found via the iteration k,.+ = ko/cd (K/n ; kr), start-
functions. Working backwards along this chain of de- ing with k0 = 11;1 This transformation will reduce
scending moduli one can then, step by step, transformthe circular functions into the dsired elliptic func- slightly the 6.02 dB increase of loss we would otherwisetionsi get; the reduction varies from 1.075 dB when n = 10

Let us denote the initial modulus k = f0'1 by k0  to 0.357 dB when n = 30. H,(z) and H2 (z) can be
and the moduli obtained by successive Landen trans- found by using z = (1 + sT)/(l - sT).
formations by ki, k2 , . . . . . The k1 are related by
k +1 = [kil (1 + -. If the arithmetic is car- Example

ried out to d decimal digits, then the transformations Fig. 3 shows an example from [1]. Here the result
are stopped when kr < 1 0 -d. corresponding to IH,(z-1 )H2 (z)j, for Z = eij, using

Next, we find the r'eciprocals of the complex poles our modified design, is plotted as a dashed curve, while
s, given in (3) for the circular-function case to which the corresponding plot for IH(z)12 from [1] (example 3
the elliptic functions have been reduced after r steps in Table I) is the solid curve. As expected, our design
of the Landen transformation. Let a, + jb0, = s 1. yields an improved stopband. We have proved that
After r transformations using we always obtain a stopband having approximately 6

dB (; 0.7 nepers) more attenuation than we obtain

= 1 + k- k+ (7) by the technique of [1) employing IH(z)12 .
ad.-.I +jb_-i + +jbi 7 In Fig. 4 we examine the passband errors for thea-bFig. 3 example. Notice that compatible scales have

we get ao + jbo which is the reciprocal of the corre- been used in both Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b): that is, we
eof This need be done of course measure the gain in nepers and the phase in radians.sponding pole of H(s).-Tisne be of ofcus (Notice also the 10-6 factor on both vertical axes in

onily for the left-half s-plane poles of f/(s). Fig. 4.) These results, which are typical of those for
Finally, the jfl-axis zeros of ft(s) are given by all examples considered, indicate that the non-ideal

passband errors are less pronounced in filters resulting

k cc (( = 1, 2, .. n/2) from our Hz(z-')H 2 (z) design technique than they are
A-X cd [(2t - I)'/n; k] for those ohb;ined through th d(esign technique of (1].
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Werter, who wrote the computer program that simu-
Concluding Remark lates the filters described in this paper.

The increase in stopband loss of approximately 6
dB, caused by separating the double zeros, may be
reminiscent of a similar feature in the relationship be-
tween certain minimum-phase and linear-phase FIR References
filters, as described in (2]. From our perspective here,
however, this similarity is superficial; the FIR filter [1) S. R. Powell and P. M. Chau, "A technique for
design techniques of [2] unfortunately provide no help realizing linear phase IIR filters," IEEE Transac.
in solving our R filter design problem. ons on Signal Processing, vol. A9, pp. 2425-2435,

Nov. 1991.

Acknowledgment (2) 0. Herrmann and H. W. Schiissler, "Design of
nonrecursive digital filters with minimum phase,"

We would like to acknowledge the work of Dr M. Electron. Leti., vol. 6, pp- 329-330, 1970.
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The Dedg of TWot-Cannel Latli- c ionally eficiew ultipierless peNfeM-uneastrmnon fibr
Stnicture Perrct-RIortuloa FIlter banks which shoul be mor useful. in practice, din the original

Banks Using Powers-of-Two Co1effilents infini•e-precision design [61.

Bor-Rong Horng. Henry Samueli, and Alan N. Willson, Jr. U. OPlrtOIZAn Awomrmu

Before formulatig the optimization procedure, let us make some

Ahabuct--An optimlzation technique is presented for the deiga of two- observatlions.

channel lattletnacture perfect-recomtnisetlo Iwter books with powers- I) Although the oiginal infinite-precision lattice filter banks have
of-two coefficents. The liter coeficlents are epresented by a camonic monotonically decreasing stopband peak error [61, our com-
signeitdigit (CSD) code. TIe propoed techaqu ring rs the origina puter simulations show that after rounding the lattice coeffi-optimal infinite-prcso coefficient as te strtn pont andsace
for the set of CSD coefficients that minimizes the peak stopiand r cients to the nearest CSD code, the peak error in the stopband
Design examples are given to show that perfect-recoastnction flter banks is no longer monotone decreasing. Therefore, the original
with good filtering performance can be obtained, criterion of minimizing the stopband integrated squared error

would be inappropriate here. Furthermore, the original lattice

I. INTRODUCTION filter banks have low passband sensitivity. Thus, a reasonable

Multirate analysis/synthesis filter banks find application in many objective function to be minimized would simply be the peak

areas [1]. Recently, much attention has been given to the design error in the stopband of the lowpass filter:

of multiplierless filter banks with applications to subband coding A = max IHo(c")I. (1'
[2]-[4). In [3], three sets of short-tap filter banks with powers-of- -
two coefficients were derived by judiciously factoring a seven-tap 2) The impulse response coefficients of Ho(:) and Ht(:) are
half-band product filter. Although the perfect-reconstruction property products of the lattice coefficients; thus, the shape of the
is preserved for these filter banks, the coding gain is poor due frequency response would be affected if we scale the lat-
to poor filtering performance (5]. In [41, a canonic-signed digit tice coefficients. In other words, large scaling on the lattice
(CSD) code search technique was used to design multiplierless coefficients would not improve the frequency response. Our
filter banks with good filtering performance at the expense of the computer simulations show that only a little fine scaling of the
perfect-reconstruction property. Although this technique can achieve original optimal point might help. Furthermore. the quantization
negligible signal-reconstruction error in practical applications [4], error of each lattice coefficient would accumulate on its cor-
the design of perfect-reconstruction filter banks with good filtering responding impulse response coefficient. Therefore, we would
performance using powers-of-two coefficients is yet open and of like to make the quantization error of each lattice coefficient
great interest, as small as possible. One possibility is to search for only the

Recently, several novel lattice-structure perfect-reconstruction filter fractional pan of each lattice coefficient which would limit
banks have been reported [61-[91. One desirable feature of these the quantization error within the fractional part of each lattice
lattice-structure filter banks is that the perfect-reconstruction property coefficient. This, of course, fails to decrease the number of
is preserved, even under the quantization of the lattice coefficients, nonzero digits for those lattice coefficients with integer part.
This feature opens the door to the design of multiplierless perfect- However, as can be observed in 16], such coefficients tend
reconstruction filter banks with good filtering performance since we to be few in the original optimal infinite-precision coefficient
need only to find the set of CSD lattice coefficients yielding the design, and thus the hardware penalty is minor.
desired filtering performance. However, not all of these filter banks Based on the above observations, we propose the following opti-
are well suited for CSD design. As reported in [8], the dynamic mization procedure.
range of the optimal coefficients is too wide for lattice-structure I) The optimal infinite-precision lattice coefficients in [6] are used
perfect-reconstruction filter banks employirg linear-phase filters. A as the starting point.
prohibitive number of digits would be relired to implement such 2) The computer program of [101 is modified to search for the
filter banks using fixed-point arithmetic with current technologies, set of CSD lattice coefficients such that (i) is minimized.
Therefore, these filters are not suitable for CSD design. The filter Notice that we only search for the fractional pan of each lattice
banks in (6], however, do have a good, small coefficient dynamic coefficient, and only fine scaling on the original optimal lattice
range, and should be good candidates for CSD design. In this paper, coefficients is performed.
we examine the use of an optimization technique, which adopts a
two-stage local search strategy over the CSD code [10], to optimize Ill DESIGN EXAMPLES
the performance of such filter banks. Such designs should lead to Example 1: The filter bank denoted 32E in [6] was designed. The

Manuscript received December 18, 1991. This work was supported in pan low-pass magnitude response plots of the original 32E filter and the
by the Office of Naval Research under Grant N00014-91-J-1852. and in part CSD design are shown in Fig. I. As reported in [6), the original
by the National Science Foundation under Grant MIP-9201104. This paper
was recommended by Associate Editor M. A. Soderstrand. 32E has monotonic decreasing stopband ripples, with the first-peak

B.-R. Homg was with the Department of Electrical Engineering, University stopband attenuation of 25 dB, whereas the CSD design has a quasi-
of California, Los Angeles, CA. He is now with the Digital Communications equal-ripple stopband with a minimum stopband attenuation of 29
Division, Rockwell International, Newport Beach, CA 92658. dB. Two nonzero digits were chosen for the optimization. The CSD

H. Samueli and A. N. Willson, Jr. are with the Integrated Circuits andSystms aboatoy. Dparmen ofElecricl Eginerin. Uivesit ofcode of the lattice coefficients is shown in Table 1. It is interesting toSystems Laboratory, Department of Electrical Engineering, University of
California, Los Angeles, CA 90024. observe that only a single adder/subtractor, on average, is required to

IEEE Log Number 9210024. implement each lattice coefficient for this example.
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Fig. I. The low-pass magnitude response plots of the original latice-structure Fig. 2. The low-pass magnitude response plots of the original lattice-atuctur
filter bank 32E and CSD design in Example 1. filter bank 48F and the CSD design in Example 2.

TABLE I TABLE I1
CSD CoDE OF a,,, IN EXAMPLE I CSD CoE oF ,,, a IN ExAmPLE 2

m a.. IN 0,.

1 -21- 2-0 +2-5 1 -22 - 2-" + 2-4 ; :" +_2"r
2 20-2-4 2 21 + 2-'="3 -2- + 2- 3 -20 - 2-_ + 2-4 + 2"+ 2-_ - 2-
4 2-1 -2-3 4 2-2 + 2-% + 2-- 2-
_5 -2-1 - 2-4r - 2-1 - 2 - 7f + _ 2
6 2 -- 2" --_ - 2.- + 2 -'a + 2 -
7 -2-3 -2- _ -2_1+2 -_ - 2_9+_2-_ + 2-
8 2-3+2-1 8 2- + 2-4 + 2-0 - 2- - 2-14'
9 -2-3 + 2-W 9 -2-' - 2-7 + 2-" + 2"-' + 2-"
10 2-r 42-0 0 2o- 2' - 2-s - 2-" - 2"12
11 -2- - 2"4 T1 -2-' + 2-1 + +2-• -2-r
12 2-2 -22- 12 2-'+2- -2-'2-" +2-":
13 -2- - 2- 13 - 2 - + 2 "+ 2 -+ - 2"-1
14 2-5 - 2-5 14 2-3 - 2- - 2- - 2-9 - 2"
15 -2-5 r 15 -2-4 - 2-' - 2-"r
it 5i 2-1 16 2-4 - 2-4 + 2-1 - 2-1' 72-"-'

17 -2-3 - 2-" - 2-11 - 2-Wa

Example 2: The filter bank denoted 48F in [6] was designed. 19 2- - 2-7 - 2-" + 2-"
19 -2-' + 2-1- - 2-]z + 2"'•

The low-pass magnitude response plots of the original 48F filter 20 2- + 2-0 + 2-"- 2-',
and the CSD design are shown in Fig. 2. As reported in [6], the 21 -2-'- 2- -2

minimum stopband attenuation of the original 48F filter is 70 dB. 22 2-v + 2-n-
23 _2-W _ 2_-,4

For such a large attenuation, more coefficient precision is needed. 24 2-13+ 2-"
Therefore, more nonzero CSD digits are required. Five nonzero digits
were chosen for the optimization, and the CSD code for the lattice
coefficients is shown in Table II. The CSD design has a minimum CSD coefficients. The two-stage local search strategy in [10] has been
stopband attenuation of 71.6 dB. Compared to the optimal equiripple successfully mod;fied to search for the set of CSD lattice coefficients
design by Smith and Barnwell [6], [II], where a minimum stopband which minimizes the stopband peak error of the filter banks. Design
attenuation of 72 dB was reported, the CSD design is only 0.4 dB examples have been given to show the effectiveness of the proposed
less. The CSD design requires 3.17 adders/subtractors, on average, algorithm.
to implement each lattice coefficient.
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Lagrange Multiplier Approaches to the Design of
Two-Channel Perfect-Reconstruction

Linear-Phase FIR Filter Banks
Bor-Rong Horng, Member, IEEE, and Alan N. Willson, Jr., Fellow, IEEE

Abstract-Two new approaches are presented for the design sis filter bank. Our first approach deals with unequal-
of two-channel perfect-reconstruction FIR filter banks employ- length filter banks. By designing the lower length filters
ing linear-phase filters. We first formulate the optimization of first we can take advantage of the fact that the number of
perfect-reconstruction filter banks as a quadratic program-
ming problem with linear constraints, and then as one with variables for designing the higher length filters is more
nonlinear constraints. Closed-form solutions for the first ap- than the number of perfect-reconstruction constraint equa-
proach, and for the iteration problem in the second approach tions. We thus formulate the design problem as a quad-
are obtained. Design examples for both approaches are given. ratic programming problem with linear constraints, and

we use the Lagrange multiplier method, as described in
I. INTRODUCTION [12] and [13], to obtain the closed-form solution for de-

M ULTIRATE filter banks are used in applications signing the higher length filters. Our second approach
such as speech coding, TDM-FDM transmultiplex- generalizes the first, and covers the design for all pairs of

ing, and image coding [1], [2]. In these analysis/synthesis linear-phase perfect-reconstruction analysis filters. It for-
systems, perfect-reconstruction filter banks have been re- mulates the design problem as a quadratic programming
ported recently [31-16]. When applied to low-rate sub- problem with nonlinear constraints. The Lagrange-New-
band image coding, the symmetric extension method [7], ton method is used to obtain the closed-form solution for
181 has been showt, to outperform the circular convolution the linearized iteration problem in the second approach.
method [2]. and to yield both objective and subjective Design examples for both approaches are given.
quality improvement at image boundaries. The symmetric A generic two-channel FIR filter bank is shown in Fig.
extension method requires linear-phase analysis/synthesis 1, where H0 (z) and H, (z) represent the low-pass and high-
filters; therefore perfect-reconstruction filter banks with pass filters in the analysis bank, respectively, and Go(z)
linear-phase filters are desired in subband image coding. and G1 (z) arL the synthesis filters. Assuming pl:,rfect
The design of two-channel perfect-reconstruction filter channels and codecs, it is well known that we can relate
banks employing linear-phase filters has been reported re- the reconstructed signal f(n) to the input signal x(n) by
cently [41. t1~, (101, [11]. As discussed in [91, the fac-
torization method and the complementary filter method X(z) = [Ho (z)Go(z) + H1 (z) G (z)]X(z)
might yield filters with poor quality. Novel lattice struc- + : [Ho(-z)Go(z) + Hl(-z)Gl(z)]X(-z).
tures are reported in both [101 and [11], and in [Il] it is
reported that good-quality filters have been obtained by Furthermore, by choosing
optimizing the lattice parameters.

In this paper, we present two new approaches to the FGo(z)1 [2H,(-z)1
design of two-channel perfect-reconstruction linear-phase
FIR filter banks. Both approaches analyze and design on LG(.)_ - 2  J
the impulse responses of the analysis filter bank directly. we have
The synthesis filter bank is then obtained by simply X(z) = IHc(z)H,(-z) - Ho(-z)H1 (z)]X(z).
changing the signs of odd-order coefficients in the analy-

If we impose the following pure-delay constraint
Manuscript received May 7. 1990: revised January 17. 1991. This work

was supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant MIP
86-03639 and by the Office of Naval Research under Grant N00014-91-J- Ho(z)H1 (-Z) - Hl(z)Ho(-z) z -2k ÷ (1)
1852.

B.-R. Horng was with the Electrical Engineering Department. Univer- then
sity of California. Los Angeics, CA 90024. He is now with Rockwell In- ,(Z) = k +I X(Z).
ternational Corporation. Newport Beach. CA 92658-8902 "~.

A. N. Willson. Jr.. is with the Department of Electrical Engineering.
University of California. Los Angeles. CA 90024-1594. Thus, we obtain a perfect-reconstruction system where the

IEEE Log Number 9104888. output f(n) is a delayed replica of the input x(n).

1053-587X/92503.00 © 1992 IEEE
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- -"Cis an (No + N, )/4-by-(1l + I) matrix with the elements
x(• l 42 = t &formed by ho(n),nn = 0, 1, - , l0 and

"1o= - , 1  I; type A

,•,&t" SA CYA"L. SYNNES SA No- I N, - 1,
08O 10 2 1t = 2 type B.

Fig. I. Two-channel analysis and synthesis filter bank. 2 tpB

The next section addresses the formulation and design
examples of our first approach, the Lagrange multiplier

Combining the pure-delay constraint (1) and the linear- method. Section III addresses our second approach, the
phase condition, it has been shown [4]. [11] that only two Lagrange-Newton method.
types of systems yield nontrivial analysis filters:

1) both filters have even length an•d opposite symme-
try, denoted type A systems in [I l]; II. LAGRANGE MUL-TIPLIER METHOD

2) both filters have oda length and are symmetric, de- This method deals with unequal-length filter banks;
noted type B systems in [Ill, without loss of generality, we assume No < NI. The de-

Using terminology defined in [14], for type A systems sign process starts with the design of H0 (z), which is casethe analysis filters are either case 2 or case 4 since the 2 for type A systems, or case I for type B systems, using
lengths are even. It should also be noted that case 2 cannot any desired design criterion. Then, its coefficients are used
realize a high-pass filter. Therefore, H, (z) must be casea as known variables in (1), yielding a set of linear con-and H0 (z) must be case 2. straint equations for designing HI (z). We recall that H, (z)

For type B systems it is obvious that both H0(z) and is case 4 for type A systems, or case I for type B systems.
H, (z) must be case 1. Therefore, by defining

Furthermore, by examining the pure-delay constraint in
(1), and the coefficient symmetry/antisymmetry of linear- (N \ NI
phase filters, we can make the fol!owing observations (as- a (n) = 2h, -I n = 1, 2, 2!
suming the lengths of ho(n) and hI (n) to be No and N1, (2 2
respectively): and

1) the sum of the lengths must be a multiple of 4 [11];
2) the number of independent constraint equations in N, I

(1), k, is given by hn=0

k No + N, (2) b, (n) =
42h, N, n . n # 0

and (No + N3)/2 - I is the system delay;

3) the constraint equations can be expressed as we can express the zero-phase frequency response of H,(z)

16 ( N N N, -, 2 1 as a scalar product 114]l~ ~ No - It = _)'ho(2i I - k) h,(k)

S4 k=o H*((eJ,) = yTs,(w)

=1.2, No + N, where
4

It should be noted here that for type B systems ho(n) =0 ([ai(l) a,(2) '. a, (2!)]; type A
for n ýt No and h I(n) = 0 for n ý N,. By adding the Y1 =b()
coefficient symmetry/antisymmetry of the linear-phase ([ b ... b (N- t]
filters the above equations can be expressed in the matrix 2 2 - j
form

and•',= m~ (3) 3wN 1
(sinw sin 3-'w. sin ;

where.9 is an (11 + I)-dimensional column vector 2 2

Y, = [hj(0)h,(l) ... h,(/1)IT s() = type A

IN, - iT.m is an (No + N, )/4-dimensional column vector I cos w cos 2w "." cos 2

m = 10 ... 0 11T type B.
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The objective function to be minimized is and the elements of pr = Po Pa "I PNt - ,/21 are

[H*(ei)]2 & + [1 - H(e)2dw given by N, - I
21 = ; A cos (i w)d d , 0 i s 2

IYQyri + py, + d _ ,i =0

where sin (iw,))

Q = " 0 $)T(w) d +-E Sl ((a)SlT(w) dwJ fiir

i" 0It is easy to reformulate the set of linear constraint

"T ]I[E T(W)dW equations in terms of y,, yielding the following form:
" W, Cy, m (4)

and where C is a known matrix, for a given Ho(z). Therefore,
our optimization problem for designing HI (z) becomes

d= 2" min 4 = lyTQyl + pry, + d subject to

Cy, = m.

For type A systems the elements of Q are given by

q(i, J) !{ ""'W sin - ý)wsin[( w] dw+V sin[( 1) ciwsin [(i - ) co] dwJ

j N,
2

( ir + w,1 - wp1  sin [(2i - 1) ,p1l - sin [(2i - l) wl]
2 +r(4i - 2)T

sin [(i - j)l] - sin [(i -')wp, I sin [(i + j - )wl - sin [(i + j - l)Wpl], i j

2(i - j)7r 2(i + j - 1)

and the elements of p = [pI P2 .. . PN/21 are given
by Following the technique developed in [12], [13], we

A I sin i w- wdw can solve this design problem in closed form by tie
IP' 2 )]method of Lagrange multipliers. The Lagrange multiplier

vector is

Cos=WPIJ N, tXIX X2 . Xk

2 and the Lagrangian function is

A(y,, X) = ½yQy + pry, + d - XT(Cy, -- m).

For type B systems .,e elements of Q are given by

,)= ! cos (iw) cos (jw) dw + cos (iw5 ) cos (jwa) dwj 0 < i, j < -

Ir + WSJ - WpI i = =

T

vr + w&1-j •l, + sin (2ih•,) - sin (2iopl) a j 0

21r 4i"

sin [(i -j)w, 1 ] - sin [(i -J)wpi] sin [(i + j)w 11 - sin [(i +j)wpl)]

2(i - J) +r 2(i + j) w"
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Imposing the necessarv and sufficient conditions for the TABLE I

solution IMPULSE RoNslssS OF ThE OMTIMIZED ANALYsiS FILms m EXAMPLE 2.1

V,, A = 0 N ho(n) ho(n)

0 0.32022072941022D-02 0.20757249335743D-03
VA =0 I -0.16270808813591D-01 -0. 10547013494721D-02

2 0.26026195430109D-02 0.16928183546876D-02
we arrive at the following system of linear equations for 3 0.26218446566847D-01 -0.60446771109714D-02

the filter coefficient vector and Lagrange multiplier vec- 4 -0.14024093619472D-0I -0.97791939000393D-03

tor: 5 -0.35139065156312D-01 0. 16845089340686D-01
6 0. 38375232701711 D-0 I -0.30423069328650D-02

Q T Y p .7 0.440889054.65945D-01 -0.357906904267600-01
5) 8 -0.88969771578456D-01 C 11756760495661D-01

C 0 ) 9 -0 49113286303353D-01 0.92205949206770D-01
10 0.31303768685160D-00 -0.11746190124199D-01

The resulting closed-form solutions are II 0.55198385409394D-00 -0.31271750139945D-00

12 0.51134218298697D-00

Yr = Q-ICT(CQ-,CTY)-m

+ Q-I[cT(CQ-ICT)-ICQ-1 - lip (6)

(CQ-CTY)-I(m + CQ-'p). (7)

Example 2.1: A type B system with No = 23 and N,
= 25 was designed. We first designed the 23-tap low-pass _,//__,-

filter Ho(z) with passband edge frequency wo = 0.5ir and M .

stopband edge frequency ws0 = 0.67r, using the eigenfilter _

approach [151. We chose this approach so that Ho (z) and
H, (z) would both be designed according to a least squares ___- _ " _ ____

criterion. Then, the coefficients of Ho(z) were used as
known variables to obtain the C matrix in (4). The Q ma -....... . J
trix and p vector were easily calculated, given the band-
edge frequencies wo• and w•p, which were chosen to bL j{
0.4w an-1 0.6r,. The coefficients of H,(z) were then ob- 0. 0

tained by the simple matrix computations in (6). The coef- FREQUENCY(cycs/sa•npPe)

ficients of Ho(z) and H, (z) are shown in Table 1. The Fig. 2. Magnitude response plots for the analysis filters in example 2. 1.

magnitude response plots of Ho(z) and H, (Z) are shown
in Fig. 2. The choice of the low-pass filter will affect the
filtering performance of the resulting high-pass filter. Our The number of constraints for this system is 10. We have
compute.r simulations showed that by choosing a narrower 13 design parameters, and thus 3 degrees of freedom, for
transition bandwidth for the low-pass filter we can always designing the high-pass filter. The choice of the appro-
obtain the high-pass filter with good frequency response. priate low-pass filter is done similar to that of example
In fact, since the design of the low-pass filter involves 2.1. The low-pass eigenfilter Ho(z) with owp = 0.46-" and
only the computation of the eigenvectors for a matrix de- w,0 = 0.6w was first designed. The high-pass filter H, (z)
termined by cwo and wo, and the design of the high-pass with w,, = 0.41r and cp. = 0.6r was then obtained using
filter involves only the simple matrix computation in (6) (6). The coefficients of Ho(z) and H, (z) are shown in Ta-
determined by w0s and w, 1 , a computer program has been ble II. The magnitude response plots of Ho (z) and H, (z)
writi tn in which we only need to adjust the values of w,0, are shown in Fig. 3.
w0po,, ,, and wpi for finding the appropriate filters. Our Example 2.3: In this example we designed a type A
experiments showed that with only a few tries we can eas- system with No = 16 and N, = 28. The number of con-
ily obtain the desired filters. Notice that we have 12 de- straints is 12. Here we have 14 design parameters, and
sign parameters for designing the low-pass filter H0 (z) and thus 2 degrees of freedom, for designing the high-pass
13 design parameters for designing the high-pass filter hhter. The low-pass eigenfilter Ho(z) with w.,0 = 0.441r
H, (z). The number of perfect-reconstruction constraints, and o,0 = 0.61r was first designed. The highpass filter
according to (2), is 12. This implies that by designing the H, (z) with w•, = 0.4v and wpi = 0.6w was then obtained.
;ow-pass filter first, we have only one degree of freedom The coefficients of Ho(z) and H, (z) are shown in Table
left for designing the high-pass filter. However, with the 1II. The magnitude response plots of Ho(z) and H, (z) are
help of the Lagrange-multiplier method we show here that shown in Fig. 4.
even with only one degree of freedom we have been able In order to demonstrate the perfect-reconstruction prop-
to design good filters. erty of the proposed Lagrange multiplier method, a corn-

Example 2.2: A type B system with a larger difference puter simulation with double-precision arithmetic was run
in filter lengths, No = 15 and N, = 25, was designed. for a simple ramp input sequence x(n). The reconstructed

MUM I III I I
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TABLE II
IMPULSE RESPONSES OF THE OPTIMIZED ANALYSIS FILTERS IN EXAMPLE 2.2 I

nI(n) hA(n)

0 0.19042472255677D-01 -0.1 8546886655979D-02 4_ -o I .
1 0.13764493664993D-01 -0. 13406268915815D-02 iL
2 -0.45029459441763D-01 0.73091436972806D-02
3 -0.22388494430843D-01 0.42936990344331D-02
4 0.91404228166495D-01 -0.26647270669886D-O I
5 0.23010820706660D-01 -0. 1350785251824 1 D-0I
6 -0.31583265276186D-00 0.24659762972978D-01 "
7 -0.5279428163187 1 D-00 0.34620141498229D-0I
8 -0.27144262652324D-01 .I ______

9 -0.90014975943879D-01
10 0.33679245674349D-0I
II 0.31042933163383D-00 . " " ! .

12 -0.53108117920985D-00 0.0 0. .2 03 0.4 0.5
FREQUENCY(CY&sWXlk)

Fig. 4. Magnitude response plots for the analysis filters in example 2.3.

this case. Therefore, a systematic approach for finding the
------ 1 appropriate H0 (z) and HI (z) simultaneously, in some op-

-,. rtimal sense, and an approach which deals with the equal-
.... ,length case is needed.

o .~Our second approach, which we call the Lagrange-
Newton method, meets all these requirements. Here, the

N _< .__impulse responses of Ho(z) and HI (z) are treated simul-
taneously as unknowns. This makes (3) a set of nonlinear

" perfect-reconstruction constraint equations. Defining

0.0 0.I 0,2 0.3 04 0.5 and
FREQUENCY(cyckus/saseple)

Fig. 3. Magnitude response plots for the analysis filters in example 2.2. h (No I n=O
bo (,) 2

TABLE III
IMPULSE RESPONSES OF THE OPTIMIZED ANALYSIS FILTERS IN EXAMPLE 2.3 2.h nI , O 0

nh(n) II(n) we can express the zero-phase frequency response of Ho (z)

0 -0.50524665078789D-02 -0. 19222322824304D-03 as a scalar product
I -0.22079439119735D-01 -0.84002161296320D-03 T
2 0.17886323630082D-01 0.12140454726470D-02 H*(el') = yOs0O(wa)
3 0.46720025466817D-01 0.41091254662707D-02 where
4 -0.4 1230804736905D-01 -0.56591175708268D-02

5 -0.926225579488,0D-01 -0. 18078827282842D.0I [T
6 0. 13353939880734D-00 0. 13995252437161D-01 no(|) a0 (2) ... ao -I

7 0.46283952040909D-00 0.33618364075630D-01 2)]
8 -0.3474303707302 i D-02
9 -0.56273810205632D-01 type A

10 -0.24049238631185D-0I Yo -
11 0. 10878011285809D-00 fN ._• IT
12 0. 1 1278611773976D-00 bo( 0) bo(l) ... bo

13 -0.47669441078655D-00

type B

signal 1(n) for examples 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 are shown in and
Table IV. [ W 3w No- 1 11

Ill. LAGRANGE-NEWTON METHOD [COS 2  COS Cos 2
While our first approach is simple and easy to use, it s0 (W) = type A

would probably be better for most situations to avoid the INo - I 1r
arbitrary choice of Ho(z). Furthermore, we cannot use this I cos w cos 2w • •cos c ;
approach for the design of equal-length filter banks, as the [ 2

degree of freedom for designing HI (z) reduces to zero in type B.
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TABLE IV
A RAMP INPUT SEQUENCE X(R) AND THE R•cONSTRUCTaD SIGNAL .•() FOM EXAMPLE 2.1. EXAMU 2.2. AM

EXAMPLE 2.3

Example 2.1 Example 2.2 Eump 2.3
1 .(1n) .n + 23) 1(n + 19) 1(a + 21)

0 1.0000000000000 1 .0000000000000 I .0000000000000 1 .0000000000000
I 2.0000000000000 2.0000000000000 2.0000000000000 2.0000000000000
2 3.0000000000000 3.0000000000000 3.0000000000000 3.O000000000000
3 4.0000000000000 4.0000000000000 4.0000000000000 4.0000000000
4 5.0000000000000 5.0000000000000 5.0000000000000 5.0000000000000
5 6.0000000000000 6.0000000000000 6.0000000000000 6.0000000000000
6 7.0000000000000 7.0000000000000 7.0000000000000 7.0000000000000
7 8.0000000000000 8.0000000000000 8.0000000000000 8.0000000000000
8 9.0000000000000 9.0000000000000 9.0000000000000 9.0000000000000
9 lO.0000000000000 10.0000000000000 IO.0000000000000 I0.0000000000000

The zero-phase frequency response of H, (z) can be ex- be expressed as
pressed in the same form as that in Section II. There Ho(z) I = + pro + d + 4yfQiy, + pry, + d,
and H, (z) are designed separately, which does not guar-

antee that the joint square error is minimal. Here we pro- where
pose an approach which will minimize the following joint
weighted square error: Qo = ._ I( So()sr(o,) dc,.( + o I so(W)sr(w) d(w

4= I o [1 - H*(ej-)12 d =_o 4"

2w(7 L0 PO i= joS
1"11

+ 5o [H Q(eJ, )=2 dW do =W

* ., [I HlWPI

1)I Tf =-tl T )d
+ a, K [n H'(ew)]2 dWj 3  an 7 WP

where ao and atl are the stopband weighting factors for a, (W - %,)
Ho(z) and H,(z), respectively, and ao and oi are the d, =
weighting factors for the whole approximation errors of 27
Ho(z) and H, (z), respectively. This objective function can For type A systems, the elements of Qo, po. Q,, and p,

are given as follows:

qO (i, j) CI W- 3 Cos LV-~ jcos - ) cldw + 3 Cos LV-~ jCos jV W dw

1 -i,j <
2

c• o ý ro + ao( w- wo) +sin [(2i - l)w o] - aoo sin [(2i - ) woo])7 + + 4i -2 "2 i = j

-a (sin [(i - J)wpol - ao sin 1(i - j)wo] ao sin [(i + j - l)w•) - sin f(i + j - 1)wpoo?
W 2(i - )2(i + j - 1) 3

i*j.

F°l[ oo [(_
C I - W - s i n \i / W l sioPo - - o i - • do = o 2). 1 <5 i <5 No

s K 2, 
2 -

2 -
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q1 (,j Ci I1  sin Hi - w] sin [(j - 1)w] do, + si w]d
KX 2, 2 RX 2) wjsn (
N,

2

= _ a{asw,,+ - wI + sint(2i l)pil-J csin [(2i - I)wsJ}]

a, fJatJ sin 1(i-.!) - sin [(i - J) u',] ac, sin 1(i + j - 1)w1 I - sin [(i +-jj- 2)(w +I--[2(i- J) 2(- - 1)

ji .

For type B systems, the elements of Qo, Po, Q,, and PI are

q0 20- cos (iw) cos (jw) do + a%0  cos (iw) Cos (jw) dw 0 <5 i, j < No - I

,r i 0=2
!0(c0,1r + W - ck10(010) ~=

ir

a= [ po + (?r- wo) sin (2iw po) - aq0 sin (2iw•1 )j
Ir " 2 4i ' i=j*0

a0 sin [(i - j)]po/ - o sin t(i - j)wsO] sin f(i + j)w -]• au0 sin [(i + j)wolJ

o 2(i -J ) 2(i[ + - j.

- 0` cos (iw) d., 0 2 i < N°- I

--(i~ ,i=0

S•~~o sin (iwpo) O

ir 1 0.

q - Jcos (iw) cos (jw) do + ct, cos (iw) cos (jw) dw 0 <. i, j  -1
""( 0 ' -0 2

c1 ('(1 1  + Ir - W) i =j 0

7
= i. [,q1w1 l -w Opl cas, sin (2iwol) - sin (2iwkl)

r 2 4i i =j 0

a, as, sin [(i - j)w1 ,] - sin [(i - J)cop,] + as, sin L(i + j)w si - sin t(i + f)w pi1 j.
2(i - j) 2(i +( d

PL• •r ,, - I

2{ aI(r- W0) i=O

a , sin (iw pi) 0.
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" Next, we can easily convert the set of nonlinear con- readily be solved, giving
strainh equations (3) into the following form: by = -G-IA(ATG-IA)-'u

u,(Y0o, Y) = YTbly, = 0, 1 = 1, 2, " , k - I+ G-A(ArG-A)-'ATG- - lig (10)

Iu,(yo. Y) =yoD~y, - = 0, 1 = k X(-*') = (ATGI-'A)-(ATG-Ig - u). (Il)

where DI can easily be determined when the lengths of the The analytical forms for A, G, and g can easily be derived
filters are given. Defining as follows:

y = ([yA y]T "D,(lr)y, D,(lr)y ... Dj(lr)y,

and D1 (2r)yl D2 (2r)y1  ... Dk(2r)y,

u(y) = Iua(Y) u2(Y) ... Uk(Y)I]

we can formulate our optimization problem as D1 (Nr)yl D2(Nr)y, ... Dk(Nr)y,
A=

min 4,(y) subject to u(y) = 0 (8) yrDI(Ic) yrD_(c) 0 yrDk(lc)

which is a nonlinear programming problem with nonlinear yrD1 (2c) yrD2(2c) ... yrD* (2c)
constraints.

This problem can be solved iteratively using the La-
grange-Newton method [16]. The Lagrange function is yrD1 (Mc) yOD 2(Mc) ... •yoD&(Mc)

L( y, X) = 4 ( y) - , ru where Dk (Nr) and Dk (Mc) represent the Nth row and the

where Mth column of D4., respectively, and

X= [X X2 ... Xk]T. N-, for type X
We define M={--

17 = X 7j 2 fortypeB

Then, the condition for the stationary point y*, X * is and

VL(y*, X*) = 0. N ofo

Expanding VL in a Taylor series about y(), X(") yields 2' for type A

VL(,(') + by, X') + SX) No + I

=L( y i)" X)) + [V2L(Y(i), X('))] by +o 2 for typeBD

\6X/ QoXiD
Neglecting higher order terms and setting the left-hand G L= I
side to zero gives the iteration ]XiDi Q1

/5y (iNX() () i)[V2L~y, X))] = (60 VL( , QoYo + Po0

This is solved to give corrections by and 6A. Defining Q0YI + PI
= X(') + SX, we then obtain the following system: Therefore, we simply form A, G, g, and u, and use (10)

SG(') -A') by _ = (-((i\) and(ll) tofindbyandX"'1). Then, y(+1) is given by

-A T XV +1) U u(9) yG+ ) = y ), + by. (12)

where Example 3.1: A type B system with No = 23, NI =

G(-) = V2L0) 25, w.0 = w, = 0.41, and wp, = (Ao = 0.6v was de-
) G) signed. Our Lagrange-Newton method requires initial ap-

A() = [Vu') V7u(2) " 7uVI] proximations y9() and V), and uses (10)-(12) to generate
g9i) 0) the iterative sequence I y"), X ') }. As with most nonlin-

ear optimization problems, our computer simulations
and where the superscript (i) represents that the values are showed that the solution was sensitive to the initial ap-
evaluated at the ith iteration y"' and X"•. Notice that the proximations. However for unequal-length filter banks,
linear system of (9) has the same form as (5) and can our first method, the Lagrange multiplier method, served
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II. COMPARISON BETWEEN THE Pmoeosao APPROACH AND THE LATTICE

........ APPROACH POE EXAM4PLE 3. 1. HERE 6, AND 6? DENOTE THE PEAK-RIPPLE
SIZES IN THE PASSSAND AND STOPSAND. RESPECTIVELY

-PROPOSED

...... LATTICE Lattice Approach Proposed Approach 6.

HO H, Ho H, Ho H,

-. 36, 0.0327 0.0349 0.0224 0.0230 1.46 1.51

0.0 0.2.2 0. 0.4 0.3

FMtQOENCY(cycleaftaniple)

Fig. 5. Magnitude response plots or the proposed approach and the lattice- '
approach in example 3. 1. -10 .... ______.___

TABLE V
IMPULSE RESPONSES OF THE OPTIMIZED ANALYSIS FILTERS IN EXAMPLE 3.1.......

n ho(n) hi(n)

0 0. 196643 10885798D-02 0.26030504425555D-03
1 -0. 1507 1897603198D-01 -0. 19951327027936D-02

2 0,39538725460162D-02 0. 14764582380207D-02
3 0.2487860563324ID-01 -0.40115824373647D-02 o02 0045
4 -0. 142001 53852088D-0 I -0.89182016597635D-03 RQECcyisme
5 -0.36006015487364D-01 0. 14407416309426D-0O1
6 0.35461028533182D-01 -0.23455316659266D-02 Fig. 6. Magnitude response plots for the initial analysis filters in example
7 0.47745012128669D-01 -0.35978610240721D-01 3.2.
8 -0.89925971 l0409ID-01 0.10662107010783D-01
9 -0.53096857923338D-01 0.91238511l647933D-01
10 0.31042847037014D-00 -0.87734159524355D-02
I I 0.55179158942662D-00 -0.3 14959418975 IOD-00
12 0.5129030359677D-00

as an easy way to approximate the initial estimates. We IC.... if
simply used the results of example 2. 1 as the initial ap--___ ___ ___

proximations: 1) We designed a 23-tap low-pass eigenfil-*ter H0 (z) with ()o = 0.51r and w, = 0.6,r to get y(01. 2)
We used (6) and (7) to find yV1 and X111, respectively........

Then, y~1  0 ~~T~ 1 1 and X~'1 were used itera-
tively to find the optimal solution. With a0 = oi = a'0
=a 5, 1, lour algorithm converged to the solution within

11I iterations. The magnitude response plots of H0 (z) and 0,0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 05

HI (z) are shown in Fig. 5. The coefficient of Ho (z) and RUECcylsupe
HI (z) are shown in Table V. To compare with other re- Fig. 7. Magnitude response plots for the analysis filters in example 3.2.
suits reported recently, the magnitude response plots of
the lattice approach of tIll are also shown in Fig. 5. and
the peak ripples in the passband and stopband are sum- simply used the computer program in 117] to obtain our
marized in Table VI. It is evident that the proposed ap- initial approximations for y"'1 , and set X1l) 0. The ini-
proach has smaller peak ripples. tial magnitude response plots are shown in Fig. 6. With

Example 3.2: A type A system with No0  N, = 22, a0 = 1, al = 2, tA5 = 1, and at,l 0.8 the solution was
wo= wsI = 0.4r, and w, = (a, = 0.61r was designed. obtained within 8 iterations. Here, by adjusting the

For such an equal-length system, our computer experi- weighting factors, various filter performance criteria can
ments showed that the JMSE filters 1171 served as good be accommodated. For the chosen weighting factors, we
candidates for the initial approximations. These filters were able to obtain better filtering performance than [Ill).
were designed by approximating the ideal brick-wall half- The magnitude response plots of H0(z) and HI (z) are
band filters using the downhill simplex method [1181. We shown in Fig. 7. The coefficients of Ho (z) and H, (z) ame
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TABLE VII straints, and then as orne with nonlinear constraints.
_______RSPOSESFTE______ANALSISILTRS_________ 3. Closed-form solutions for the first approach, and for the

n 4n) h(0)iterative problem in the second approach have been de-
0 0.13211415429D-0 0.2890149143D-3 rved. Several design examples have been given to show

0 -0. 15832 554I50193D-01 -0.25183291512437D-02 the effectiveness of the proposed approaches. When comn-

2 0. 1636100142 945OD-0OI 0.24872587441326D-02 pared to other results recently reported, the proposed ap-
3 0. 1447193584 1032D-01 0.82947670444218"-2 proaches appear to have better filtering performance. One
4 -0.33083436288235D-01 -0. 1192729975185713-01 further observation about the first approach is that, when
5 -0.1l0335603320186"10 '-0. 17648198575570D-0I
6 0.60231455220816D01 0.33963707314799D-0: the optimal infinite-precision impulse response of ho(n) is
7 -0.93183731576413D-02 0.39"W607249692D-Ol rounded to the nearest power-of-two coefficients, we can
8 -0.I1I708023337247D-00 -0.90292313119252D-01 still obtain the impulse response of hl (ns) by using (6),
9 0. 10149306240288D-00 -0. 13942I42053878lD-00

10 0.4837164092495D-00 0.460733247046700-00 and we thus obtain a perfect-reconstruction system with
low-complexity H0 (z).

TABLE Vill
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PROPOSED APPROACH AND THE LATTICE REFERENCES

APPROACH FOR EXAMPLE 3.2. HERE 61 AND 62 DENOTE THE PEAK-RIPPLE
SIZES IN THE PASSBAND AND STOPEAND. RESPECTIVELY tIl R. E. Crochiere and L. R. Rabiner. Multirate Digital Signal Pro-

cessi .ng. Englewood Cliffs. NJ: Prentice-Hall. 1983.
6 =6,,,., 121 J. Woods and S. O'Neil, "Subband coding of images. " IEEE Trans.

Lattice Approach Proposed Approach 61_ Acoust.. Speech, Signal Processing. vol. ASSP-34. pp. 1278-1288.
Oc . 1986.

HO H, no N H, Hi, 131 M. J. T. Smith and T. P. Barnwell,1'. 1 Exact recnriStruction tech-
niques for tree structured subband coders." JErt. Trans. Acoust..

6, 0.0246 0.0260 0.0133 0.0252 1.85 1.03 Speech. Signal Processing. vol. ASSP-34. pp. 434-441. June 1986.
6, 0.0592 0.0307 0.0400 0.0234 1.48 1.31 [4) M. Vetterli, "Filter banks allowing perfect reconstruction.'* Signal

Processing, vol. 10, pp. 219-244, Apr. 1986.
151 P. P. Vaidyanathan. "Theory and design of Ml channel maximally

decimated quadrature mirror filters with arbitrary 14. having perfect
reconstruction property." IEEE Trans. Acoust., Speech. Signal Pro-

TABLE IX cessing. vol. ASSP-35. pp. 47"-92. Apr. 1987.
A RAMP INPUT SEQUENCE xQI) AND THE RECONSTRUCTED SIGNALi(n) FOR 161 K. Nayebi. T. P. Barnwell. Ill. and M. J. T. Smith. "The time do-

EXAMPLE 3.1 AND EXAMPLE 3.2 main analysis and design of exactly reconstructing FIR analysis/syn-
thesis filter banks." in Proc. Int. Conf. ASSP. 1990, pp. 1735-1738.

Example 3.1 Example 3.2 171 M. J. T. Smith and S. L. Eddins, "Subband coding of images with
n X(ni) 1(n +23) A~n +21) octave band tree structures." in Proc. Int. Conf. ASSP. 1987. pp.

1382- 1385.
0 1.0000000000000 1.0000000000000 1.0000000000000 18] M. J. T. Smith and S. L. Eddins, "Anal ysis/sy nthesis techniques for
1 2.0000000000000 2.0000000000000 2.0000000000000 subband image coding," IEEE Trans. Acoust.. Speech. Signal Pro-
2 3.0000000000000 3.0000000000000 3.0000000000000 cessing, vol. 38, pp. 1446-1456. Aug. 1990.
3 4.0000000000000 4.0000000000000 4.0000000000000 191 M. Vetterli, "A theory of multirate filter banks." IEEE Trans.
4 5.0000000000000 5.0000000000000 5.0000000000000 Acoust.. Speech. Signal Processing. vol. ASSP-35. pp. 356-372
5 6.0000000000000 6.0000000000000 6.0000000000000 Mar. 1987.
6 7.0000000000000 7.0000000000000 7.0000000000000 1101 M. Vetterli and C. Le Gall, "Perfect reconstruction FIR filter banks:
7 8.0000000000000 8.0000000000000 8.0000000000000 Some properties and factorizations," IEEE Trans. Acous:.. Speech.
8 9.0000000000000 9.0000000000000 9.0000000000000 Signal Processing, vol. 37, pp. 1057-1071, July 1989.
9 10.0000000000000 10.0000000000000 10.0000000000000 1111 T. Q. Nguyen and P. P. Vaidyanathan. "Twe-channel perfect-recon-

struction FIR QMF structures which yield linear-phase analysis and
synthesis filters." IEEE Trans. Acoust.. Speech. Signal Processing.
vol. 37. pp. 676-690. May 1989.

1121 G. W. Medlin, J. W. Adams. and C. T. L~eondes, "Lagrange mul-
shown in Table VII. The comparison of peak ripples with tiplier approach to the dicsign of FIR filters for multirate applica-

[I)is summarized in Table VIII. tions," IEEE Trans. Circuits So's:., Vol. 35, pp. 1210-1219. Oct.
[1 lJ1988.

In order to demonstrate the perfect-reconstruction prop- 113] G. W. Medlin and J. W, Adams. "A new technique for maximally

erty of the proposed approach, a computer simulation with linear differentiators.- in Proc. Int. Conf. ASSP. 1989. pp. 825-828.
double-precision arithmetic was run for a simple ramp in- 1141 L. R. Rab i ncr and B. Gold. Theor' and Application of Digital Signal

Processing. Englewood Cliffs. NJ: Prentice-Hall. 1975.
put sequence x(n). The reconstructed signal 1(n) for ex- 1151 P. P. Vaidyanathan and T. Q. Nguyen. "*Eigenfilt,-rs: A new ap-
amples 3. 1 and 3.2 are shown in Table IX. proach to least squares FIR filter design and applications including

Nyquist filters," IEEE Trans. Circuits S.'s., vol. CAS-34. pp. II -
23. Jan. 1987.

IV. CONCLUSIONS 1161 R. Fletcher. Practical Methods of Optimization. Vol. 2. New York:
Wiley. 1981.

We have presented two new approaches to the design (171 1. C. Darragh, "Subband and transform coding of images." Ph.D.
of two-channel perfect-reconstruction linear-phase FIR dissertation, Elec. Eng. Dep.. Univ. California, Los Angeles. CA.

filter banks. Using these Lagrange multiplier approaches, 1989.
1181 W. K. Press, B. P. Flannery. S. A. Teukolsky. and W. T. Vetterling,we have been able to formulate the design problem first Numerical Recipes in C: The Art of Scientific Computing. Cam-

as a quadratic programming problcm with linear con- bridge: Cambridge University Press. 1988.
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The Design of Low-Complexity Linear-Phase
FIR Fil r Banks Using Powers-of-Two

Coefficients with an Application
to Subband Image Coding

Bor-Rong Horng, Member, IEEE, Henry Samueli, Member, IEEE, and Alan N. Willson, Jr., Fellow, IEEE

Abstract-An optimization technique is presented for the (FIR) filter banks that exhibit good filtering performance and
design of multiplierless two-chaunel linear-phase finite-duration nearly perfect signal reconstruction while requiring far less
impulse-response (FIR) filter banks. it Is shown to yield filter hardware complexity in comparison to conventional filter
banks with good filtering performance and nearly perfect signal banks using floating-point coefficients [61-[8].
reconstruction. The design employs filters whose coefficients are
represented by a canonic signed-digit (CSD) code. When applied We represent our filter coefficients by a radix-2 canonic
to subband image coding this technique provides an easy way to signed-digit (CSD) code 19]. By adding the flexibility of
design low-complexity analysis/synthesis filter banks for high- negative digits to a conventional binary code, the radix-2
performance codecs. Examples concerning filter design and the signed-digit representation of a fractional number c is given
application of such filters to subband image coding are given, by

L

I. INTRODUCTION c = Si s2-P* (1)
k--ISUBBAND image coding has recently been shown to be

an effective technique for image compression [1]-[4J. where sk, - 1,0, 1) and p, e {0, 1,-. -, M}. The number

Although this technique can yield high-quality coding sys- representation specified by (1) has M+ I total (ternary)

tems at low bit rates, it generally requires the implementa- digits and L nonzero digits. The number of adders/subtrac-

tion of sophisticated analysis/synthesis filter banks, which tors required to realize such a coefficient is L - 1, one less

mcomplexity. The filter bank's than the number of nonzero digits. In general there areincrase sysem peraion several signed-digit representations for a given number. The
requires numerous multiplications and additions. Multiplica- s

tion. in p'articular, is extremely time consuming. With CSD code is that representation with the minimum number of

current advanced very-large-scale integration (VLSI) tech- nonzero digits and for which no two nonzero digits s, are
nologies, fast multipliers (operating at speeds exceeding 100 adjacent. A well-known feature of the CSD code is its ability

MHz [5]) are available. Such multipliers employ highly to represent most numbers with many fewer nonzero digits.

parallel processing, which requires a large chip area. If filter For example, the 8-bit two's complement representation of

banks were employed in high-speed applications such as 127/128 = 0.9921875 has seven nonzero digits (0.1111111)

real-time image compression systems, a separate fast multi- whereas the eight-digit radix-2 CSD representation of the

plier would probably be required for each filter coefficient, same number has only two nonzero ternary digits as given by

which would surely be unacceptable from a hardware-com- 1.0000001, where I denotes - 1. Thus, only a single sub-

tof view. However, if a multiplication tractor would be required to implement a multiplier with a
could be replaced by only a few additions or subtractions coefficient having this value. It is this feature of the CSDcould beatreplacedtbyoonlyla fewdadditions-ormsubtractions
then the complexity of the entire analysis/synthesis filter code that makes it possible to design low-complexity high-

bank would be reduced quite dramatically to a point where its performance filter banks suitable for single-chip VLSI imple-

implementation in a fast real-time system becomes feasible. mentations.

In this paper we show how such a goal can bt: achieved. We II. TWO-CHANNEL FILTER BANKS
employ a discrete coefficient optimization technique to design Subband image coding involves the design of two-dimen-
two-channel linear-phase finite-duration impulse-response sional filter banks. In the present work we restri,-t our

attention to the simple case of a two-channel system in one
Manuscript received February 4. 1991; revised September 27, 1991. This attention Soch sile cas can ne system in one

paper was recommended by Associate Editor John W. Woods. This work
was supported by the Office of Naval Research, under Grant N00014-91-J- structure to provide an arbitrarily fine division of the signal,
1852. This paper was recommended by Associate Editor John W. Woods. in frequency, and can be directly applied to two-dimensional

B.-R. Horng was with the Electrical Engineering Department, University
of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024-1594. He is now with the Digital subband image coding systems by using separable filter banks
Communications Division, Rockwell International, Newport Beach, CA [10] which first perform the filtering on the rows and then on
92658-8902. the columns of an image.

H. Samueli and A. N. Willson are with the Electrical Engineering
Department. University of California, Los Angeles 90024-1594. A generic two-channel FIR filter bank is shown in Fig. 1.

IEEE Log Number 9104586. Here Ho(z: and Hj(z) represent the lowpass and highpass

1051-8215/91S01.00 © 1991 IEEE
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Case 3) T1he impulse response is antisyminetrical and the
filter length is odd.

1(n) Case 4) The impulse response is antisymmetrical and the
filter length is even.

Anyf bnk Chor* yr÷ m • bw
j ooojw Then, for type A systems the analysis filters are either case

2 or case 4 since the lengths are even. It can easily be shown
that case 2 requires H,(e"') = 0 and thus it cannot realize a
highpass filter. Similarly, case 4 cannot realize a lowpass
filter. Therefore H,(z) must be case 4 and Ho(U) must be

LP H P case 2.
[a t 00For type B systems, it is obvious that both Ho(Z) and

0 W,2 H,(z) must be case 1. Furthermore, by examining the pure-
Fig. I. Two-channel analysis/synthesis filter bank system. delay constraint (3), and by considering the coefficient sym-

metry/antisymmetry of linear-phase filters, we can make the
filters, respectively, in the analysis bank, and Go(z) ar following observations (assuming the lengths of ho(n) and
G,(z) are the synthesis filters. Assuming perfect channels h1(n) to be No and N9 , respectively):
and codecs, it is well known that the reconstructed signal 1) The sum of the lengths must be a multiple of 4 [8).
1(n) can be related to the input signal x(n) by 2) The number of independent constraint equations in (3)

X(z) = f[HO(z)G0 (z) + Hj(z)G,(z)]X(z) reduces to (N0 + N,)/4.
z 3) IThe constraint equations can be expressed as

+ [no(-z)Go(z) + H,(-z)Gt(z)]X(-z).

Furthermore, by choosing 46(i N°+ N9 ) = (-l)kh°(2i-1- k)h=(k)"

Go(z) = 2H,(-z) No + N (

G1(z) = -2Ho(-z) 4

we have It should be noted here that for type B systems ho(n)
= 0 for n > No and h,(n) = 0 for n > N,. By adding

f((z) = [Ho(z)H 9(-z) - Ho(-z)Ht(z)jX(z). (2) the coefficient symmetry/antisymmetry of the linear-

If we impose the following pure-delay constraint phase filters (4) can be expressed in the matrix form

Ho(z)H,(-z) - H,(z)Ho(-z) = Z-2k+1. (3) &Y1 = m (5)

then where Y, is an (i1 + 1)-dimensional column vector

k(Z) = Z- 2k+tX(Z). Y, = [ht(O)h,(l) ... h,(I,)l7

Thus, we obtain a perfect reconstruction system where the
output k(n) is a delayed replica of the input x(n). In some
applications linear-phase filters are rreferred over nonlinear- m = [0.0 . ] _

phase filters for image coding [11). As described in [8],
by combining the linear-phase constraint with the pure- C is an (No + N9)/4-by-(11 + 1) matrix with the ele-
delay constraint there are, in total, 16 possible types of ments formed by ho(n), n = 0, ...., 1o and
Ho(z), H1 (z) pairs to consider, only two of which yield No N1
nontrivial analysis filters: '°= --- 10 = - - 1, type A

1) Both filters have even length and opposite symmetry, No - I N, - !
denoted in [81 as type A systems. •0 = -2 pe

2) Both filters have odd length and are symmetric, denoted 2
in (81 as type B systems. These constraint equations are nonlinear because both ho(n)

Using terminology defined in [121 there are four cases of and h/(n) are involved. However, if the lowpass impulse
linear-phase FIR filters, depending on whether the filter response ho(n) is given, they then become linear. It has been
length is odd or even and whether the impulse response is pointed out in [13] that if only the coefficients of the lowpass
symmetrical or antisymmetrical: filter Ho(z) are restricted to CSD coefficients then good

Case 1) The impulse response is symmetrical and the filter perfect-reconstruction systems can be obtained. The design

length is odd. procedure is given as follows:
Case 2) The impulse response is symmetrical and the filter 1) The lowpass impulse response ho(),) is obtained by

length is even. using the Lagrange-Newton method in [6]. It is rounded
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to the r.earest CSD code, with the number of nonzero Our proposed CSD optimization algorithm is described as
digits as low as possible. This assures the low complex- follows:
ity of the lowpassh filter. I) . We employ the coefficients obtained by using the proce-

2) Depending on whether or not the filter lengths are dueiScto Iathsarngpn.
dure in Section ,r as the starting point.(aual, the highpass filter HC(z) is obtained by: 2) The two-stage local search strategy is then adopted to(a) The Unequal-Length Case: The rounded lowpass search for the optimal set of CSD coefficients for H,(z)

impulse response is used in the Lagrange multiplier such that (7) is minimized.
method in [6] to obtain the highpass impulse 3) Finally, a scale factor (SF) is needed to scale the signalresponse.

(b) The Equal-Length Case: The rounded iowpass im- level back such that the overall system transfer function
pbThe Equal-Les nge Cse: To robtndte as i m-(5), and is close to 1. This scale factor, which is also rounded to
pulse response is used to obtain the C in (5), and the nearest CSD code, can be inserted right after the
then the highpass impulse response is obtained by output of H,(z) and Go(z).

ý, = 1 'im. (6) Two design examples are now given to illustrate the

The perfect-reconstruction filter banks so obtained would proposed technique.
require multipliers only for the implementation of H,(z) Example 1: An equal-length case for type A systems is
because each coefficient of Ho(z) could be implemented by designed, where both HO(z) and H1(z) have 22 taps. The
using only a few adders or subtractors. We then need only infinite-precision coefficients resulting from the
concentrate on searching for a suitable set of highpass CSD Lagrange-Newton method in (6] are used as the starting
coefficients to achieve a totally multiplierless design. This point. L = 2 and M = 16 are chosen for Ho(z), and L = 4
procedure serves to provide a good startipg point for the CSD and M= 16 are chosen for HI(z). The resulting CSD
search technique described in the next section. coefficients are shown in Table I. The total number of

111. THE OPTIMIZATION ALOORrrHM adders/subtractors, including the scale factor, to implement
the entire analysis filter bank is 85. Recently there have been

The main core of our proposed discrete optimization algo- several high-speed VLSI single-chip implementations of CSD
rithm is the two-stage local search strategy recently reported FIR filters [161, t17]. In [17] a 64-tap CSD FIR linear-phase
[14]: filter, working at video rate, has been implemented on a

Stage 1) We search for the optimal scale factor, given L single chip. These results show that it is feasible to imple-
and M in (1), and we assign one more nonzero ment our CSD filter bank on a single chip using modern
digit to those coefficients whose magnitude ex- VLSI technology since our filter-bank complexity is less
ceeds , such that an appropriate objective func- complicated than that of the 64-tap filter.
tion is minimized. Fig. 2 shows the magnitude response plots of the infinite-

Stage 2) We use a bivariate local search technique [15] to precision optimal system and the CSD optimal system. As we
find the best set of CSD coefficients, in the can see, the filtering performance of the CSD design is
neighborhood of the scaled and rounded coeffi- almost as good as that of the infinite-precision design. The
cients, which minimizes the objective function. hardware complexity, however, has been reduced signifi-

This two-stage local search strategy has been shown to be candy. The price paid for the CSD design is the loss of

very efficient for finding a nearly optimal set of CSD coeffi- perfect signal reconstruction. The overall system magnitude
response of the CSD design is shown in Fig. 3. Here we see

cients in unconstrained FIR filter design [14]. Therefore we that the reconstruction error of the CSD design is less than

adopt this strategy and modify it to fit the needs of our 0.00026 dB. Such an extremely small reconstruction error is
filter-bank design problem.0002dBSuhaexrmlsmlrcotutinrorsWhfilterank desfig ank p ob iems abelieved to be negligible in practice. This belief is also

When the filter bank coefficients are restricted to a rela-described
tively sparse set of coefficients such as the CSD coefficients, in the next section. 0
the constraint equations (4), which embody the perfect-recon-
struction property, generally will not be satisfied. Therefore, Example 2: An unequal-length case for type B systems is
we must establish an objective function that will yield good Again, the starting point is obtained from the use of the
filtering performance while adhering to (4) as closely as Lagrange-Newton method [6]. Again, L = 2 and M = 16
possible. A reasonable objective function would be a joint are chosen for hoz), and L = 4 and M = 16 are chosen
weighted function of these two requirements. However, our for HI(z). Fig. 4 shows the resulting magnitude response
computer simulations have shown that the constraint imposed plots of the infinite-precision optimal system and the CSD
by (4) is considerably more dominant than that of the filteringrequirement. Thus, the objective function to be minimized is optimal system. Fig. 5 shows the overall system magnitude

response of the CSD design. Again, we observe that thechosen as filtering performance of the CSD design is almost as good as
6 = max I{ [ Ho(eJ') H, ( -e that of the infinite-precision design. The reconstruction error

-•Ho(-ejw )H,(eJ)]i - 1.0} (7) is less than 0.00013 dB, which we also believe to be negligi-
ble in practice. The resulting CSD coefficients are shown in

which is the peak ripple of the signal-reconstruction error. Table 11. The total number of adders/subtractors, including
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TABLE I Fig. 3. System magnitude response plot of the CSD design in Example 1.

CSD COEFFICIENTS FoR EXAMPLE I

n ho(n) h,(n)

0 29-2-2 2-12

I 2-6-2-13 -2-9- 2-1 + 2-13.- 2-16 20
2 2.-6+2-10 2-9
3 2-6 + 2-9 2-7 - 2-10 + 2-13 - 2-15
4 -2-5 - 2-9 -2-7 - 2-10+ 2-16 IJlNF1E-PRECSION•D•SIGN

5 -2-'+2-9- -2- + 2-9 + 2-l - 2-16
6 2-4 + 2-'3 2- - 2- - 2-" + 2-16

7 -2-8 - 2-10 2-5 - 2-9 + 2-11 - 2-1

8 -2-3 + 2-s -2-4 + 2-s - 2-10 - 2-12

9 2-3 - 2-5 -2-3 + 2-5 - 2-s - 2-10
10 2-1 -2-7 2-' + 2-4 + 2-9 + 2- + 2_1 0

SF = 20 + 2-' - 2-4 + 2-7 - 2-10 - 2-142-14

-tO -

the scale factor, for implementing the entire analysis filter
bank is 88. -

S-20

IV. APPLICATION TO SUBBAND IMAGE CODING '

We wish to compare the performance of a multiplierless
filter bank with other fiter banks, when applied to subband .30
image coding. The subband coding system used here was
developed by Darragh and Baker [3], [4]. This system em-
ployed enumerative Laplacian quantization, which is made up 40
of a scalar uniform threshold quantizer in cascade with an
entropy encoder specifically tailored to the quantizer output
statistics, for nonbaseband subbands, and differential pulse
code modulation for baseband, Methods for allocating the 0.0 0.1 o2 0.3 OA

rate among subbands predicated on subband quantizers were FQUENY (cahs, )

then established. The fixed-distortion subband coding algo- Fig. 4. Magnitude respons plots of the CSD dplg and de i2n.ie-

rithm (FDSBC) [3] solves the problem of minimizing the Precision deia a ple 2.
total bit rate subject to a constraint on allowable mean-square
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TABLE 11 Fig 7. Original inage. (For color suppie'nent we p. 392.)

CSD COEFFICIENTS FOR EXAMPLE 2

n he(n) hi(n)

0 2-12 2- 14
1 -2-6 2-10 -2-s - 2- "1 - 2-14

2 2-s+ 2-10 21-9- 2-1
3 2- -2-s -2- + 2-1-2-14 -2- 16

4 -2 -6+2- -2-10 - 2-3 - 2-16
5 -2-' - 2-7 2-6 - 2-9 + 2-2 + 2-16

6 2-3 + 2-s -2-9
7 2 -4- 2-6 -2-s - 2-7- 2-12
8 -2-3 + 2- 2-7 -2-'3 -2-13
9 -2-'+2-7 2-4+2-6+2-s+ 213I

10 2-2 + 2-4 -2-7 + 2-10 - 2-13

11 2' + 2-4 -- 22 - 2-4 + 2-6 - 2-I1 - 2-13
12 2-' - 2-6 + 2-s- 2-10+ 2-16

SF 20 + 2-' + 2- + 2-12

Fig. 8. Reconstructed image using the CSD-22 filter bank and FDSBC
algorithm, resulting in PSNR = 34.36 dB and bit rate of 0.807 blp. (For

distortion, whereas the fixed-rate subband coding algorithm color supplement see p. 392.)
(FRSBC) [4] minimizes the mean-square error in the recon-
structed image for a prescribed total bit rate. An original TABLE M]
256 x 256 pixel image, represented by 8bits/pixel, was en- PSNR AND RATE OF THE TasrTr FILTER BANKS

coded using the FDSBC algorithm, targeted at 33.36 dB, and PSNR (dB) Rate (bpp)
the FRSBC algorithm, targeted at 0.5 bits/pixel, respec- Filter FDSBC FRSBC FDSBC FRSBC
tively. The filter banks tested are the 22-tap CSD filter bank
(CSD-22) in Example 1, the 22-tap infinite-precision filter CSD-22 34.36 30.96 0.807 0.447
bank using the Lagrange-Newton method (Lagrange-22) in Lagrange-22 34.39 30.98 0.808 0.448

[6], and the well-known 32-tap quadrature mirror filter bank QMF 32D 34.42 30.77 0.820 0.447
(QMF 32D), designated 32D in [7]. A two-level hierarchical
structure, formed by the basic four-band equal-split structure is related to mean square error d by
as shown in Fig. 6, is used, yielding a total of 16 subbands. 255'
The rates, in bits per pixel (bpp), and the peak signal-to-noise PSNR = 10 logo dB.
ratios (PSNR's) are summarized in Table IH. Here the PSNR



Fig. 9. Reconstructed image using the L.agrangt-22 fiber bank and FDSBC
algorithm, resulting in PSNR =34.39 dB and bit rate of 0.808 bpp. (For
color supplemnte wee p. 392.)

subband image coding the proposed design technique has
yielded comparable coding performance and much less de-
sign complexity, compared with other infinite-precision
design techniques. This feature of high performance with low
design complexity should help make the recently popular
subband image coding technique even more attractive.
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1 Abstract

For high-speed communications applications, most of the filtering requires narrow pass-

band filters, which means that long FIR (Finite Impulse Response) digital filters are needed. It is

well-known that one of the disadvantages of FIR filters is their high computational complexity. In

order to reduce the number of adders and multipliers required, an attractive alternative for realizing

the narrow band filters is to use a structure composed of a cascade of an RRS (Recursive Running

Sum) prefilter and a corresponding magnitude response equalizer [ 1,2]. This report presents a silicon

compiler for digital FIR RRS prefilter integrated circuits designed in the Mentor Graphics GDT

CAD environment. The design goals, in decreasing order of importance, for this RRS prefilter are:

high speed, small area, and low power dissipation. By using carry-save arithmetic in the hardware

implementation, the critical path of the RRS prefilter is made indeper~ent of the data word length,

which in turn means that the data word length does not affect the prefilter's speed. The critical path

is composed of only two adders and a multiplexer. One noteworthy point is that the total number of

adders required is independent of the prefilter order as a result of rewriting the transfer function. The

prefilter is capable of implementing both the lowpass and highpass functions. Several prefilters can

be cascaded in series to enhance the performance. A prototype chip has been generated from the

compiler. It has been tested to be fully functional and it is expected to achieve a throughput-rate of

about 175 MHz in a 1.2-pIm CMOS process. The die size of the prototype chip is 4.0mm x 3.1amm

(with pads).

2
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2 Design Methodology

In order to fully realize the advantage of a preffitedequalizer structure, the prefilter must be

able to operate at the same high speed as the equalize. While the equalizer FIR filter can be

implemented simply with pipeline, the RRS prefilter has a recursive loop and requires a

programmable delay line which makes its implementation more difficult than that of the equalizer.

Since the equalizer is able to operate at 175 MHz, our target speed for the prefilter should bejust as

high, i.e. 175 MHz. Hence, full custom design datapath has to be used to meet the high speed

requirement. In addition, power and area can also be optimized simultaneously. Therefore, a full

custom design cell library is created in the Led layout editor tool for the leaf cells.

Top-down approach was used in our design. First, we decided the function and

specifications of the chip and the best architecture to meet the requirements. We then investigated

into each functional block and determined the leaf cells required. The leaf cells were manually laid

out in Led. This allows better control of the critical delay path, area compaction and transistor sizing.

After each cell was checked with the on-line GDT LRC (Layout Rule Checker) to make se that it

was free of design rule errors, its netlist was extracted and Lsim, a functional simulator, was used to

check the cell's functional behavior. The cell was then optimized for timing with Hspice, a circuit

simulator. With all the leaf cells ready, several Lx generators were written to produce the different

functional blocks one at a time, with input parameters such as the inputktitput data word length, the

width of the power supply/ground bus, and the maximum programmable delay value. These

functional blocks were checked for design rule errors and functional behavior. Also, the critical

delay path for the various blocks was simulated extensively to obtain a more accurate estimation of

the worst-case propagation delay. Finally, the various blocks were assembled together with another

Lx generator yielding the layout shown in Fig. 1. The resultant layout was checked for design rule

errors using GDT LRC. Then, it was checked with another more thorough rule checker, Checkmate.

3
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To verify that the connections of the various blocks are correct, and the resultant layout's functional

performance is up to our expectation, Lsim was used to simulate the different cases. A Genie

program was written to compare the Lsim simulation results with the expected results to further

insure the chip's functionality. In order to speed up the functional simulation, M-language functional

models were written for some of the building blocks and leaf cells.

3 Introduction

This report presents the first integrated circuit prototype implementation of a high-speed

programmable digital FIR prefilter. It is well known that one of the disadvantages of FIR digital

filters is their high computational complexity. In order to reduce the number of adders and

multipliers required, a structure using a cascade of a Recursive Running Sum (RRS) prefilter and a

corresponding magnitude response equalizer has been proposed [!,2]. Other attractive prefilter

schemes, such as prefilters based on the Dolph-Chebyshev function [3] and cyclotomic polynomials

[4] have subsequently appeared. We have set high speed, small area, and low power dissipation as

the design goals of our programmable prototype chip. The RRS structure was chosen for

implementation. The IC was fabricated by MOSIS using 1.2-tim N-well technology. A

photomicrograph of the prototype chip is shown in Fig. 1.

The basic structure of a lowpass RRS prefilter [1] with impulse response of length L is

shown in Fig. 2. Its transfer function is:

H(z) = _()

L l-z-1

Its implementation requires only two adders, (L+I) delay elements and a scaling multiplier. The

number of adders used is independent of the prefilter order, which is an asset in creating a compact

layout for a programmable structure. The frequency response of an RRS prefilter is the same as that

of a length L rectangular time-domain window function. Therefore, the minimum stopband

4
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attenuation that any RRS prefilter can provide is approximately 13dB. It would seem desir to

increase this rather modest level of stophand attenuation. In addition, the RRS prefilter's passband

rolloff needs to be compensated. Hence, in order to simultaneously increase both the passband ana

stopband performance, the modified Simple Symmetric Sharpening (SSS) structure [2], as shown in

Fig. 3, is of particular interest. It, however, requires one additional precise multiplier, as will be

explained in Section 4.

4 Architecture

The factor limiting the speed (i.e., maximum data rate) of an RRS implementation is the

time required for the computations performed in the recursive loop. The most commonly used

methods to increase the maximum data rate for digital signal processing applications are word-level

pipelining, retiming, and parallelism. However, none of these techniques can be carried out within

a recursive loop as this would alter the filter's transfer function. Therefore, carry-save adders (CSAs)

were used in our prototype chip to enhance its performance by pushing the carry propagation chain

out of the recursive loop, thereby allowing the carry propagation to be performed with a pipelined

adder. A straightforward implementation, shown in Fig. 4, gives the highest operating speed because

the recursive loop is composed of only one CSA. However, two pipelined adders are required in this

implementation, which consumes a substantial amount of area and imposes a considerable loading

on the high-speed system clock. Hence, we decided to sacrifice a small amount of speed, and we

implemented the structure shown in Fig. 5 which uses only one pipelined adder. The recursive loop

is now composed of two CSAs.

To meet a greater variety of frequency response requirements, the prototype chip was

designed with the capability of implementing both lowpass and highpass prefilters. Multiplexers are

employed to specify whether or not to take the complement of the data in the recursive loop, thereby

performing the simple lowpass-to-highpass transformation: z -4 -Z. As a result, the prefilter's

speed is limited by two CSAs and a multiplexer, as shown in Fig. 6.
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Since the two parallel branches within the shaded block of Fig. 3 should both be normalized

by an identical factor, and since the RRS branch H, has an inherent dc gain of L1, we must either:

(1) use a precise programmable scaling multiplier of l1L, for H1, or (2) scale up the data in the lower

delay branch by a factor of L, and then perform a normalization at the output, after the addition of

the two branches. Depending on the dynamic range requirements, the normalization in the second

approach can be either a precise scaling or an approximate (power-of-two) scaling. The latter

scheme is used in our design since a precise programmable integer multiplier of L1 is easier to

implement than a precise multiplier of 11LI. Output normalization is then implemented with a barrel

shifter, which is composed entirely of n-type pass-gates, which results in a compact layout.

5 Programmable Implementation

To allow our prototype chip to be programmable, several building blocks need to be

programmable: the programmable delay line, the programmable integer multiplier LI, and the

programmable bairel shifter. Additional programmable features include the lowpass/highpass

selection and a user-specified choice of implementing a stand-alone RRS prefilter or a modified SSS

structure.

A DRAM using 3-T cells, shown in Fig. 7, is used to implement the programmable delay

line (i.e., z"L in Fig. 2). Since the DRAM block is being accessed serially, the address decoding

scheme can be simplified by taking advantage of this characteristic. The reading of the first DRAM

column is being done exactly L clock cycles after the writing of the same DRAM column. Therefore,

a loadable counter is an ideal element for keeping track of the number of clock cycles that have

evolved and initiating the read signal. After the read signal has been initiated, it can be propagated

through the rest of the DRAM address columns. When it reaches the last DRAM column, it can be

fed back to the first DRAM column and the whole cycle restarted again. In other words, the DRAM

block is acting like a circular buffer. Since a whole DRAM column is accessed simultaneously

whenever the column is being read or written, no row addressing is necessary. The column address
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decoding circuits are simply a stage of C2MOS shift registers, in contrast to a traditional address

decoding implementation which would require a stage of address calculation circuits followed by a

stage of address decoding circuits. Through the use of simplified address generation circuits, not

only can area be saved, but the propagation delay time is also shortened.

There are three main operations for the DRAM block: precharge, read, and write. With high

speed as a crucial design goal, separate read and write bit-lines are used-in other words, dual port

DRAM cells are used-so that write can operate independently of read or precharge, sacrificing a

rather small amount of area. In such cases, write will not be a constraint on the speed of the DRAM.

The only timing constraint is that precharge and read should be non-overlapping to prevent a short-

circuit current flow from power to ground, which would consume excessive power. Therefore, the

maximum rate of operation of the DRAM is determined by the total time needed to precharge the

bit-line and then to perform the read operation. Due to our high-speed requirements, a decimated

clock with half the speed of the system clock is used with the DRAM. This effectively doubles the

DRAM duty-cycle. The only drawback in using such a scheme is the need to use extra circuitry for

demultiplexing the input bus and multiplexing the output bus. Since the clock used has been

decimated by a factor of two, this automatically imposes a constraint that the programmable delay

has to be even. Hence, a stage of multiplexer circuitry is needed to determine whether an extra latch

stage needs to be bypassed, depending on whether L is odd or even. Interleaving had also been

considered as an alternative to the decimated clock approach, but since it requires a complex

clocking scheme, it did not seem to be the best approach for high-speed operation. The architectural

block diagram of the DRAM is shown in Fig. 9.

6 Prototype Chip

A prototype chip which can function either as a stand-alone RRS prefilter or as the shaded

part of Fig. 3 was fabricated through MOSIS using 1.2-pm HPCMOS34 technology. The selection

of one of these two functions is achieved through the multiplexers shown in Fig. 9. If a single RRS
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prefilter is needed, then the select signal is set to the appropriate value such that the multiplexers pick

the branches that give the performance of a stand-alone prefilter. Using this structure, three of our

prototype chips can be cascaded to implement the complete modified SSS structure of Fig. 3.

The prototype chip's datapath is shown in Fig. 10. In order to facilitate the chip's testing, a

pseudo random number generator (PRNG) is included on-chip. It is a type II linear feedback shift

register, designed using the algorithm outlined in [6]. The PRNG also serves as a buffer for the input

data. A control signal is present to select whether the source of the input data should be from the

input data bus or from the PRNG. The accumulator, as mentioned in Section 4, is composed of two

CSAs and a multiplexer. The multiplier is implemented using the programmable canonic-signed-

digit carry-save scheme described in [5]. Since the outputs of both the accumulator and the

multiplier are in carry-save formats, a CSA block composed of two CSAs in series is necessary. This

block converts the 4-bit vector to a 2-bit vector so that the resultant 2-bit vector can be fed into the

vector-merge adder. The vector-merge adder is implemented with a six stage pipelined carry-ripple

adder. The adders used in the implementation are transmission-gate adders [5]. A summary of the

prototype chip is given in Table 1.

Table I Summary of the prototype chip

Technology 1.2-ptm HPCMOS34 single poly double metal

Die size (with pads) 4.0mm x 3.nmm

Input word length 16 bits

Output word length 16 bits

Internal word length 23 bits

Number of pins 65

Maximum prefilter length 32

Testing results fully functional

Yield 100% (25 parts fabricated, 25 parts fully functional)

Maximum data rate 175 MHz (simulated)
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7 Testability and Testing Results

With over 35k input vectors tested on the LV500 tester, the chip has tested to be fully

functional. The yield is an excellent 100% for the 25 parts fabricated. Since the target speed of the

chip is about 175 MHz, in order to assist in the high-speed testing of the chip, a pseudo random

number generator (PRNG) was placed on chip to achieve high fault coverage. The PRNG generates

a white noise input. By connecting the prefilter chip with a D/A converter and then connect the

results to a spectrum analyzer, the frequency response can be observed.

8 Conclusions

A silicon compiler for RRS and SSS digital FIR prefilter integrated circuits has been

designed in the Mentor Graphics GDT CAD environment. The design goals for this prefilter are high

speed, small area, and low power. By using carry-save arithmetic in the hardware implementation,

the critical path of the RRS prefilter is made independent of the data word length, which in turn

means that the data word length does not affect the speed of the prefilter. To be precise, the critical

path is composed of two CSAs and one multiplexer. Three of our prefilter ICs can be cascaded to

enhance performance and implement the complete SSS prefilter of Fig. 3. A prototype chip has been

generated from the Lx-language compilers and it is tested to be fully functional with over 35k input

vectors. The yield is 100% for the 25 parts fabricated. It is expected to achieve a throughput-rate of

175 MHz (simulated) in a 1.2-lim CMOS process. The die size of our prototype chip is 4.0mm x

3. 1mm (with pads).

9
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Fig. 1. Prototype chip photomnicrograph.
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Fig. 2. RRS prefilter realization.
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Z RRS prefilter

Fig. 3. Modified SSS structure.

zj -1 0 carry-save adder

W pipelined adder

'4 2 x word length

Fig. 4. Implementation with two pipelined adders and a carry-save adder.

z'L Z-! carry-save adder

W pipelined adder

'42 x word length

Fig. 5. Implementation with a pipelined adder and two carry-save adders.
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Fig. 6. Implementation of a lowpassfhighpass RRS prefilter.

output bit
input bit -- read

Fig. 7. A 3-T DRAM cell.
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Fig. 8. Architectural block diagram of the DRAM.
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Fig. 9. Abbreviated block diagram of the prototype chip.
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PRNG
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Multiplier F Accumulator
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4Pi lined

I o/P Latch

output

Fig. 10. Datapath of the prototype chip.
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